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Hurnan geography has developed as a discipline with an inherent and

pervasive lack of certainty regarding central ocncerns and goa1s" An

identity problen related to a weakly clarified subject rnatter has given

rise to an underdeveloped corpus of theory. ùrer-emphasis on

methodological issues has plagued the discipliner perpetuatirg the

identity crisis.

ABSMAET

The eclectic naLure of hunan geography is revealed via an

examinaticn of thle disciplinets historyr sco[E ard purpose" The

relationship between hunan geography and other social- sciences is

strengthened by a sharirg of a central interest in culture and society"

Thris cofirrnon focus¿ how,¡verr sirm:ltaneously weakens tkre discipl-inary

distinctiveness of human geography"

The interaction of cuLture and society with landscape forrns a fiIf,re

definitive focus for the discipline" A conceptual framework based on

these concepts can bind together the loose collection of diverse

interests that currently comprise hunnn geography"
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Fretr í-nirær-1r Asser-tis¡s

"Many geographers are confounded by the
problem of defining the distinctive
character of geography"
(cueJ.ker 19891 123) "

"The state of hunran geography is a
reflection of a naze of diverse
interests". "Geography has had
incredíble difficulty in defining its
centraf subject matter"
(Dear, l9BB, 262-263) "

"...there is a crisis in geography
today.. "Geographers nx¡re than
[professiona].s ofl any other díscipline
keep worrying about the value of what
they do"
(Taylor, 1985, 93) "

One of the rnost difficult and persistent problens facirg human

geography has been the inability to specifically identify a central

donnin of inquiry which is distinct frcrn that of other disciplines"

From the time of inst.itutionalization as a t¡niversity discipJ-ine to the

present (1990)r hurnan geography has been characterizd by a plethora of

diverse interests wt'rich appear to have lacked a r:nifying theme" Tbdayr

nnny geographers wouLd argue that spac€ ar¡d spatial relationships

constitute the central focus of interest in the discipline" As true as

this flìay be, an alnx¡st infinite variety of divergent research

directions under the general rubric of space has predominated"

Human geographers are interested in virtually every aspect of human

interaction with s[Þce" For exampler research in the discipline has
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been conducted on consuner behaviour¡ industrial locationr population

dlmamics, povertyr gender and potitical systems. If hr¡nan phenonena

occur in a spatial dinrension, hurnan geographers are ready to cLaim them

as a part, of their subject matter" Due to the obvior:s fasE that all

hunran activity takes place in both a spatial and tenporal contextr

human geographers are interested in virtually any conceivable hunan

act" Ttris fact¡ al-oner renders a clearly delimited set of subject,

rnatter¡ other than abstract spacer problenntic for the discipline"

Without huinan activity to interact withr space lacks significant

meanirq and is¿ by itself¿ an insufficient, concept to comprise a

disciplinary subject rnatter. It could be argued that all the social

sciences stuff sofiÊ aspecL of human behaviour¿ whidr necessarily

includes spatial considerations" What precisely nakes hunan geography

distinctive if othen disciplines aLso considen space as a factor

constituting hunen behaviour?

This identity problem has precipitated a lack of confidence both

frcrn within ard outsi& hunnn geography" The scop€r nature and

ultinrate ¡xrrpose of the discipline have been under a perpetual state of

scrutiny. Marry highly regarded academic institutions, such as the

University of Ctricagor Yale and Flarvardr have found it necessary to

discontinue their departments of geography" These institutions (and

their sources of funding) have negatively evaluated geography's

potential contribution to the advancement of knowledge" A virtual

barrage of progranrnatic sLatements has characterized the development of
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hurnan geographyr which has sought to define and redefine the æope,

nature ard purpose of tl'Ê discípline" A lack of confidence has been

indicated" At the tine of institutionalization a.s a university

discipliner human geography \,¡as aùnonished as a poorly gualif ied

subject for "real and profound research" by older¿ rrÞre established

disciplines (Taylor, 1985, 99). As an examination of the discipline's

develo¡xnent reveals¡ only a part of hurnan geography's essence has been

captured"

The lack of certainty and confidence i¡ regards to the subject

matter of human geography has not only created a problen of identityr

but also one of intelLectual incoherence" An i¡tellectually healthy

discipline reguires a body of theory within which research can be

neaningfully organized and conducted. In huinan geography, the problem

of a lack of a specific set of subject nntter has given rise to the

mcre fundamentally problematic issue of a weakly developed theoretical

corpus" Theory partially functions as a binding rnechanism i¡ which

different, research directions can be placed v¡ithin an organized and

meaningful frane" It is argued that hunnn geography reguires theory to

an especially sígnificant @ree due to its pronounced need to organize

and int.egrate its myriad of diverse interests"

Thus¿ a circular conundrum plagues the discipline" Ttre lack of a

clearly delimited subject nntter has precipitated a veakly develo@

corpus of theory" Converselyr the weakness of theory developxnent has

perpetuated the absence of a centralr unifyirq thene in hu¡rnn

geography" How can a discipline construct theory if it does not knor+



its cr,Jn subject nratter? Ítrcv¡ can a subject nntter be nade

cÌear1y understood without a body of theory in which

organized and given greater significance?

The above assertions and questions have important implications for

hunnn geography. CÌearlyr the discipline reguires solre kir¡d of binding

structure a c-ohesiver r:nifying center" Ttris thesis suggests and

attempts to construct a conceptual framev¡ork that can potentially

bridge sonle of the gaps that plague the discipline. Specificallyr

these gaps include the nebulous guality of human geography's subject

nntterr arì over-emphasis on nethodological issues and a weakly

develo@ body of theory" the nnin pu4)oses of the framework are to

attempt to suggest and clarify the central ainrs of the discipline and

to supply an organizd structure in which a variety of research

directions can be given greater coherence and unity" It is believed

that a conceptual framework based orì rrlcre narrowly redefined concepts

of culturer society and landscape can help work tor¿ards the attainment

of these objectives"

Ttresis 6jectives

to

ir
be nore

can be

The task of constructing the conceptual frarnework is attempted

through a series of logical stages" (rigure 1"1 ill-ustrates the

progression of ideas and issues discussed in this thesis)" Chapter T\øo

Ttlesis eganizatiøt
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focusses on the &velopxnent of hunan geography as an institutionalized

university discipline. In the first Section of Chapten T\¿or factors

precipitating geographyrs inception into the nodern university

structure are examined" The second Section of Chapter 1l¡o discusses

some of the important individuals and their assessments of the scoper

nature ard purpose of discipline as it has developed since the tine of

institutionalization" The third Section of Clrapter T\¿o cyomtrÞres some

of the relevant aspects of both anthropology ard sociology in the

context of how these disciplines &veloped" This conparative analysis

is reguired in order to avoid an artificial intellectual isolation of

human geography" Ttre com¡nrison of the social and inteLlectual

environments in which these disciplines developed helps to explain

hurnan geography's relative weakness in theory construction and a lack

of a specific subject rnatter. Anthropology ard sociology are

deliberately drosen because they are related disciplines, both to each

other ar¡d to hurnan geography" More importantlyr their respective

subject natters of culture and society are argued to be relevant to a

nþre narrowly delimited subject natter for hunan geography" Cul-ture

and societyr with landscaper conrprise the essential elernents of the

proposed framework. The fourth and final Sectior¡ of the secor¡d Chapter

argues thatr in hunan geography, the l-ack of a specific set of subject

natter ard a weakì.y developed body of theory have been both

precipitated and perpetuated by over-emphasis and over-reliance on

method" This assertion is justified via an examination of the three

dominant research paradigms in the history of human geography"
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Chapter T'hree mcre fully evaluates the functions of and need for

theory in hunan geography" Tl'€ first Section of Chapten Three

discusses sofiìe of the &finitions and levels of theory in conjunction

with a critical evaLuation of the appropriate type of theory for hunan

geography" Included in this Section is a consideration of the value of

the eclectic borrowing of theory and viability of a purely indigenous

geographic body of theory" The second Section of Ctrapter three

provides soflÊ examples of theories Lhat have been used in the

discipliner evaLuat,ing scflìe of their strengths and weaknesses. A brief

overview of theories employed by the sufdisciplines of economic and

behavioural- geography and an analysis of Sauer's landscape school- are

used to illusLrate hcrv¡ hunan geography has failed to integrate a

diversity of interests" Finallyr the third Section of Chapter Three

discusses the origins, strengths and weaknesses of social theory. In a

geographical contextr this Section critically examines the potential

val-ue of current social theory in regards to disciplinary integration

and subject nntter clarification"

Chapter Four r+orks specifically towards the articulation of a

conceptual framework for hurnan geography" In this frameworkr culturer

society and ì-andscape are suggested to be the fundamental c-oncepts on

which an appropriate and viable hunnn geographic subject matter can be

based. The first Section of the fourth Ctrapter focusses on the

history, develoçxnent and definitions of the central terns, cul-turer

society and landscape" In the second Section of Chapter Fourr these

terms are mcre narrowly redefined in a human geographic context¿
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drawing on the salient qr:alities of thre concepts" A framework is then

proposed v¡hich integrates the concepts of culture and society ard the

culture-Landscape and socíety-space themes" Ttre thlird and final

Section of Chapter Four suggests sonÊ possible applications of the

conceptual fran¡ework to seLected sub-disciplines of hunan geography.

Chapter Five concludes the thesis r.¡itLr the evaluation of Lhe

framework in regards to clarifying subject natter and facilitating

theory construction in the discipline" Included in this evaluation is

a brief overview of the current state of hunnn geography. Other work

has been conducted in the last decaè which is relevant to and

augmented by this thesis. In order to fully evaluate the proposed

frameworkr it is necessary to plac.e this thesis within the context of

these otherr related works"

It nn:st be acknowledged from the o¡tset that there are several

basis limitations to this thesis. Limitations involvirg the scope of

the thesis include the placesr periods of tiner sources of infornntion

and levels of theory used to substantiate the assertions made" The

geographic areas discussed are confined to Europe and North Anrerica in

the context of human geographyrs history arxl developnent" Due to

language limitations cn the part of the authorr Anglo-Anerican

geography predominatas the discussions concernirg the discipline's

development" This is also largely the case in respect to the

Ttresis timitations
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comparison between social and intellectual environments and theoretical

progress of human geography and otherr related discipJ.ines" Hoi¿everr

Gernanr French and Swedish contributions are often discussed in these

contextsr but are referred to in translated sources" A valid

justification for the limitation of these discussions to these

geographic areas is that hunen geography was intially institutionalized

in Europe andr subseguentlyr many significant intellectuaf advancements

in the discipline \,¡ere accomplished in Europe and North America"

fn regards to the period of tirne in wlrich this thesis is concernedr

the primary focus is inrnediately prior to geographyrs

institutionalization as a university discipline in the 1870rs until and

includirg the present" Although geographic thought can be traced

alnost as far back in time as the history of civilization itself¿ the

problerns discussed in this thesis have becone nrost evident in the tine

franre stated. ittr:ch of the early history and the cLassical period of

geography are not directly reÌevant to the airns of this thesis.

It is recognized that this thesis rel-ies to a large extent on

interpretation" There always exists a danger of becoming indoctrinated

or dogrnatized by popularly accepted views and interpretations of a

discipline's historicaL development. Dominant individuals have tended

to influence neny acolytic schol-ars. Thris thesis approaches secondary

sources of information rvith due caution" Freguentlyr original works

are used to substantiate assertions" Reliable secondary sources are

employed when this is impossible due to language or other limitations"



fn regards to theoretical limitationsr it is believed that it is

neither practical nor possible at the present tine to achieve the

scientifically defined 'highestr l-evel of theory in a hurnan geographic

context" Positivisrn and the related scientifíc method are not always

realistically applicable to the explanation of certain aspects of hunan

behaviour" Slnnbolicr perceptual and subjective aspects of landscape

evolution, for exanpler do not easily lend themselves to the

fornn:lation of universal laws"

Än attempt is rnade to elucidate a theoretical direction of thought

that can potentially lead to both a clearer understandirq of the

subject natter of hunan geography and the facilitation of theory at a

realistic and appropriate level" The gæ1 of this thesis is not to

articulate ì-aw-yielding theoryr but to suggest a general frame in which

a variety of geographic interests can be organized ard ftìore

meaningfully researched. Ttre ultirnate goal is to open ne\,¡ doors and to

strengthen conceptuaÌ avenues of thought that need to be more fully

developed in order to eventually achieve a higher leveL of theory"

Thereforer this thesis can function as a stepping stone"

11

This thesis is realistically limited" Cl-earer and narrower

definitions of culturer society and l-andscape are offered and

operationalized" An attempt is made to integrate and reconstruct a

Ítresis Ju.stif icatioq'¡
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mcre clearly articulated conceptual basis for hun'an geographic inquiry"

A mcre clearly delimitd subject natter based on fiÌcre definitive

concepts of cuLturer society and landscape can work towards this goal"

The potential value of this type of r¿ork is significant" As this

thesis demonstratesr geographers require a focus for the vast diversity

of unrelated interests" Efforts to ameLiorate this problsn in the last

decade have failed to províde a framework in whích such a focus can be

achieved" The discipline needs a conceptual framework in which greater

cohesion andr uì.tirnatelyr theoretical progress can be accomplished"

Huinan geography can therefore potentially benefit greatly as a

discipline through the type of v¡ork that this thesis attempts to

initiate "
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In this Gtapter¡ two of the three fundamental probJ.ems identified

in the Introduction are rnf,re cJ-early illustrated and the assertions

regarding them are justified" Specifical.lyr these problems are that

hunran geography has persistently exhibited an inability to delimit a

subject matter and that nethod has received considerably nxrre enphasis

than has subject nntter clarification" The thild problernr which

involves the discipline's need for i¡creased theory èvelopnent is

approached in Chapters Three and Four" It is recognized at this stage

of the thesis, however, that the three problems are inextricably

related to one another"

In order to justify these assertionsr an examination of the social

and intellectual environrnents in which human geography developed as an

institutionalized urriversity discipline is reguired" lhe developrnent

of human geography has been related to and, in ¡nrtr conditioned by

that of other social sciences. As disciplines, hunan geography,

anthropologyr sociology and other socia-l- sciences develo@ in mutual

inteLlectual influence, as opposed to isol-ation" Factors influencing

hurnan geography's developnent include howr why and wher¡ iL was

j-nstitutionalized as a r:niversity discipliner the impact of dominant

individuals and the develo¡xrient of otherr related disciplines"

This (trapter is divided into four interrelated Sections" Ttre first

discusses sore of the principa.J- factors that cont,ributed to the

discipJ-ine's institutionalization into the r:niversities of Europe"

This Section helps to explain the origin and nature of the discipline's
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identity problem" The second Section examines the definitions of the

scope, nature ard purpose of hunnn geography na& bY leading

geographers at and since the tine' of the discipline's

institutionalization" This Section substantiates the fact that himan

geography has experienced difficulty in the identification of a central

subject natter" Also includd in this Section is a critical

examination of paradigm clrange v¡ithin the discipliner which briefly

discusses some associated ideological and philosphical problems. The

third Section of this Grapter briefly comlnres the &velopnrent of

anthropology and sociology to that of hunnn geography in the specific

context of subject natter¡ nethod and theory" fhis Section logically

leads to the fourth ard final Section of this Chapterr which discusses

the fundamental problem of nethod versus subject natter. Over-emphasis

on method is believed to be or€ of the major causes of hunan

geography's identity crisis. ftris assertion is justified by a lû)re

detailed examination of the three dominant paradigrns in hunran

geography" this examination clearly dencnstrates the discipline's

weakness in subject natter specificity"

Before discussing these rel-evant issues, it is necessary to provide

a definition of the centra-L term, 'subject natter¡ " fn the context of

this thesis, the term denotes specific gualities úrich include the

donain of inguiry, the scope of interest andr nost importantlyr the set

of factsr evenLs and cbjects in which a discipline is primarily

ínterested" Subject natterr in this thesisr refers to a central

disciplinary focus of interest consisting of a specific set of facts¡
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events, and objects" For exanpler by comparisonr the discipline of

psychology might claim its subject netter to consist of individual

human behaviour¡ focussing on the causes of specific behavioural

patterns; sociology might assert that society is its proper domain of

inquiry, rvith emphasis on the explanation of the behaviour of social

(predominantly urban) groups; while anthropology might argue that

factsr event and objects crcncerning mankind and culture comprise the

center of interest"

!,ùhatr thenr is the subject natter central Lo the discipline of

hunan geography? For centuries before institutionalization ín IB74t a

najor portion of geography's subject matter wês relatively clearr

nanrely the nnpping and description of places" This subject natter was

understandable in light of the fact that there \ras more limited

knowledge about the places of the earth in these times" Howeverr as

knowledge and technology progressed over t,iner geographers @an to

feel that this subject nntter \^/as intellectually limited and they

contemplated r¿hat npre couLd be accomptished"

@r'ae*¡y ¡ s InsLituLiø¡al izatiø¡

as a tlniversitlr Discipline

By the early l-B4o'sr guided by the classical- holism of founding

fathers such as Humboldt and Ritterr geography had diversified into a

great variety of interests which included both physical and huinan

sciences, such ã.q biology and archaeologyr in addition to the
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traditional rnapping and &scription of the earth" During this period,

other disciplinesr such as anthropoLogy ard sociology¡ wêrê also

developing and nearing the time of their institutionalization in the

universities of Europe" As these other f ields of inguiry \./ere

nnturingr a considerable amount of the subject natter that geography

had claimed \,¡as gradually beirg see.r by professionals of other

disciplines as ÍÞre properly belonging to them"

In the first half of the nineteenth centurlzr knowledge becane

increasingly suMivided and classified" Ttris trend nerked the gradual

decline of the cl-assical period which wasr as nrentionedr characterized

by a holistic approach" Geography \.¡as victimized bY the grradual

stripping of subjecE natter which had includedr for exampler nedical

science and the field observation of artifacts (Godlewska, 1989,209).

The professional interests of archaeologists¿ biologistsr chemists and

nedicaL doctors claimed away nn:ch of geography's raison dfetre"

Thusr v¡hen geography hras institutionaLized, it \"¡as alreadlr

suffering from a depleted disciplinary donnin of inquiry" Ttre guestion

can be posd hovr geography cane to be a university discipline in spite

of this pre-existing state of nalaise" As are all disciplinesr

geography is a social institution whose contribution to society has

been evaluated and changed in different places at different tinies"

Geography's creation as an institutionalized university discipline \^Ias

the result of the pa.rticular goals of a g-roup of individuals rño

¡rcssessed the resources to achieve them (taylor, 1985r95)" Modern
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geography, \.rith whích this thesis is prinarily concernedr is described

by James and Martin (1981,134) and Taylor (1985,96) a.s being

established crcntemporaneously with the nx¡dern unviersity system in late

nineteenth century Gernnny. This systen produced an interplay of

teaching and research within narrohl specialisms (as opposed to the

holisn characteristic of the preceding cl-assical period) "

In 1874, Keiser Withelm I of the newly created Gernnny declared

that all Royal Universities nn:st create chairs of geography"

Inrnediately foJ-lowing this nandater Prussian beaurocrats became

responsible for the creation of modern geography" According to laylOr

(1985199), the gæ1 of these individuals was that the Inewr geography

serve the purposes of an ex¡nnding capitalistic and militaristic state"

The institutionalization of geography was pronxcted in order to fulfil

tr,¡o basic functions. Gernany r+ished to set an exanple as the

self-proclained 'leading' nation in H:ro¡:e as an educaLedr nndern

society and¿ Incre pragrratically, wished to obtain a fair share of

col-onies i¡ ttre nehl age of imperialism (taylor, 1985,99). At this

tir€r Gernanyr France ard other European pohrers sas¡ geographical

knowledge as r:seful to achieving the goaÌs of nationalism and

imperialism"

These circumstances wirich c-ontributed to geography's

institutionalizatior-r as a discipline inrnediately resulted in

controversy. Professionals of olderr Inf,re established disciplines,

such a,s economics, guestioned the intellectual- origins of the ne$¡
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discipline" ceography \^¡as placed in the uncomfortable position of

having to identify ard justify itself to the professional corruirunity

irmnediately following institutionalization"

James and I'lartin (1981 ,I43) stated that geography was faced with

three najor tasks in order to distinguish itself from other

disciplines" The first task was to collect infornntion regarding still

unknown parts of the earth and to present it in a useful form" Tl¡e

second task \da,s the traditional- study of particular places in the

worl-dr either for the instrinsic value of knowledge or for the

practical needs of governmentsr the military arld businessrnen who

reguired clear description of facts and conditions relevant to

pa.rticular purposes. Lastlyr rvas the intellectual task of fornruJ-ating

conceptsr including empiricaì. generalizations" As a professional

groupr geographers aspired to achieve ncre than the mere description of

unique situations"

From a professional viewpointr hov¡ever¡ geography as a newly

created discipline lacked a paradigm, or centraL model, in which a

curriculum could be organized and taught" The individuals r¡ho \^¡ere

appointed to university positions had been trained in historyr botanyr

geology and a variety of other fields in accord with the trend of the

preceding age of classicaL hoLis'nr but lacked professional training in

the ñê\./r rmodernr geography" Due to the absence of professional

experience ard established guidelinesr newly appointed professors

effectively had to promulgate their own ideas regarding the scopê¡



nature and purpose of the new discipline"

As the discipline spread to uriversities throughout Er:rope and

North America¡ attempts !¡ere rnade to ansl¡er the questionr "what is

geography?". In this Section¡ a number of leading individuals'

statements concernirg the scope, nature and goals of geography are

examined. Ttre object of the foÌlowing discussion is to illustrate both

hor,¡ the discipline developed ard the perpetual lack of a clearly

defined subject natter. As the discussion progresses/ definitions of

the saLient aspects of geographic thought and the energing paradigms

are identified. Sone ideological and philosophical probLems associated

with paradigm change are also briefly examined at the end of this

Section.

Ceography's DevelqNrent as a Disciplire -

Lea,ding Irutividr¡als ard Progrramatic

Statsrents: lBæ - 1970
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The organization of this Section is largely based on the areas of

origin of the geographers discussed and is chronological only in this

context (see Table 2.I). Howeverr in order to exemplify certain

concepts within the appropriate context¡ it is necessary to refer to

geographers frcxn other areas at specific points of the discussion" For

exampler durirg the discussion of soÍÌe of the German geographers, an

example is used from an Anerican geographer" Ttre reason for &ing this

is that geographic ideas did not develop in geographic isolation and at



S IJMMARY OF LEADING GEæRAPTMRS'STAIENdENTS
REGARDIÌ,{G THE SCOPE, NATIJRE AND PURPOSE OF
CEffiR.A-PFIY : 1880 - 1969

Year Counurylndividual

1880

19@

l9l0
r920

TABLE ?.I :

GERMANY

R.ichthofen

Ranel

Schluter

Hettne¡

19@

-study of regions, hurnanst relation to physical
geographyr interrelationship of the earthrs
diverse phenorena

-study of culrural differences¡elationship of biology to
sæial development

- 'landschaft', or landscape as central to geography

- chorology, the srudying.and comparing of regions

r9?ß

FRANCE

Vidal

Summary of Statem,eng

l9@
r965

r969

SWEDEN

De Geer

ENGI.AND

Mackinder

Chorley and Flaggen

[Iarvey

-possiblisrnr Çênrê de vie - receiprocal betwee:t
hurnans and lañdr focus on cultural variabLes in
the delimination of regions

2T

l9m

t920

1925

1930

r940

x955

UNTTED STATES

Davis

Fluntington

Sauer

Bowma¡

Flartshonre

Schaefs

- delimi¡i¡g and mapping physical regions

- political asp€cts of man-land relations

- mathematical spatial mdelling
- theory development

- primary fæus on physical geography, explanations of causal
relationships batween variery of ear¡h's phenomena

- environmental determinism

- study of material aqp€c6 of landscape

- regionalism, geopoliticsn human prception

- areal differentiation (regionalism)

- explanations of qpatial pans'ns

N.B. : The dates shown only approximate the times of the staterrcnts.The individuals listed
represent only sore of the main leading geographers of the counries in which they published. The
table does not continue beyond 1969 primarily because it is believed that since that tinre, no
programmatic staæment hâs been maäe that ii either commonly accepted, proven or not simply a
critical reaction to previous sktements.
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ceft.ain points of this Sectionr they are Íþre clearly understood by

discussirg sorÊ of thsn out of the ir¡rnediate aræ being examined"

Although an attempt is nade to condense the nain ideas of geography's

development in a shorE, spâce¡ it is npre practicalr in generalr to

present the following discussion in npre of an arealr as oPPosed to a

purely chronological¡ context"

Baron Ferdinand von Richthofenr a geologist by trainingr \e-âs a

n'ajor leading figure in the introduction of geography in the German

universities. In 1BB3/ at his inaugural lecturer he stated that the

distinctive purpose of geography \,Ia.q to focus on the diversity of

phenomena thaL occur i-n interrelationship on the face of the earth

(.lames and Martinr 1981,167). The ultinnte goa1 of geographyr at this

stage¿ hras the study of hurnnrs relationship to physical geography"

The study of this relationship was both the goal and the nature of the

nerr geography" The scope of the discipliner according to Richthofen¡

was to form generalizations regarding the unique features of particular

regions.

The term, 'chorology' was applied at this tinre (1880's) as the

appropriate geographic method. Chorologry was conceptually derived frorn

the Kantian process of cfassification (Holt-;€rrsêrrr 1980,15). Kant was

a nejor proponent of the division and classification of various fields

of inguiry in the eighteenth century" He referred to geography as

being 'the chorological science' in his schene of logical

classification of knowledge (.]ames and Martin¿ 19Bl/111). Richthofen
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applied chorology by dividing the earth into four types of regions;

El.dteile¡ najor divisions of the earth; Iander¡ nÞjcr regions;

Iardsaflafgørr landscapes or snaLler regions; and ffiliókeitenr

localities. The hurnan-Iand thene and regional meLhod quickly gained

popularity and spread to other c.ountries in Europe and North Anericar

later to develop into tr+o of the three najor paradigrrs in hunnn

geography"

Freidrich Ratzel was an important figure in geography's developnent

and diffusion and is considered by so¡re to be the father of the concept

of environmental &terminism. He elaborated on ITEny of Darr¡in's

conceptsr applyirg biological principles to hunnn societies frcrn the

Iate IBBO's to near the turn of the nineteenth centu4z. Ratzelrs

particular interests were tracirg and explainirg the influences of the

physical environment on hunan social &velopnent" Schol-arsr such as

GerLandr \^¡ere uncomfortable about attempting to apply the laws of

physical science consistently to hurnan societies and the enorÍÐus

diversity of subject rnatter that this approadr would entail

(Hartshorner 1939189)" Howeverr the nechanistic reasoning that the

physical environnent causes human behaviotr ard influencas social

development gained widespread popularity and quickly diffused

throughout Great Britaín and the United States"

An important impì-ication to

determinisn defined geography as a

science. An example from a leading

El-lesworth Huntington nìore clearly

be noted is that environmental

rnore physicalr as opposed to hunnnr

American envi-ronmental determinist r

il-l-ustrates this fact" Huntington
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(1920,1) defined the subject matter of geography as the differences

between people in different parLs of the r¡orld" In other words¡

geography is studied through hurnans! relation to the environnent"

Hor¿everr it is the lray that Huntington defined the nature of this

relationship thrat rendered geography to be a prinarily physical

science" In the first chapters of his book, Principles of Hunan

Geographyr zubtitles such as rMans Response to Geographic

Surroundings', rHow Geographic Surroundings Influence Occupations' and

'Why Man's Higher Needs Depend on Geography' al-l imply manrs ¡nssive

role in responding to the physical environment" Huntington used the

term, 'geography' to nean physical geography"

The key leading figure in the French school of geography was PauI

Vidal de l-a Bl-acher who criticized the overly sinplistic and

nrechanistic rationale of environmental determinism. fn the very early

19OO's Vidal's concept of culturer or 'genre & vie', explicitly

recognized that regions shou-Ld be delimited according to cul-tural¿ as

well as physicalr variabLes"

The F?ench school of geography achieved an historically rare

balance between physical and hurnan geography" Vidal's concept of

possibilì.sm stated that hunans play a nÞre active role in their

relationship with the environment. Unlike environmental determinisrnr

possibilism recognized a reciprocal rel-ationship in whrich cuLtures have

the ability to change the environment rather than merel-y respord to

physical- variables" It shoul-d be noted that the French school- strongly

supported the study of regions in order to understand the human-1and
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In the early 1920's¡ Gerrnan leading figurer Alfred Hettner mcre

fully elaborated on Richthofenrs concept of chorology" Hettner's víew

of the naturer scope and pnrrpose of geography significantly

strengthened tfle alreaQr popular regional paradigm" Accordirg to

Hart,shorne (1959,15), Hettner stated that "the goal of the chorological

view is" " "to comprehend the earth's surface as a whoLe in its actual

arrangements of continentsr larger and srnall-er regions""

The Swedish geographer¡ Sten de Geer attempted to divide the earth

into najor regions in 1923" He defined geography as "the science of

Lhe present-day distribution of phenonrena or¡ the surface of the earth"

(de Geerr 1923,l-0) " According to de C,eerr rnapping these regions ruas

the ultinate aim of geography. Map 2"I shows de C,eerfs attenpt to

accornplish this goal " Ttre siteria for the divisions in his IIEp

included the continents and continental subdivision of both the New and

Old Worldsr as èfined þr najor physical regions" For example¡ Saharan

Africa and the ArÞzon Basin of South America comprised two of the

twenly-seven terrestial areas" He also divided the oceans into

seventeen nraritine regions, based on climatic Zooêsr wird belts and

nnjor currents" As did nost geographers of his tine, & Geer

emphasized the definition of geography a,s a physicalr regional science"
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It is important to note that thus far in geography's deveJ-oçxnent¡

very little consideration v/as given to the factor of tin¡e" This was
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partly due to the Kantian division of knowledge in which the discipline

of history was thought of as rÐre appropriately suited to a tem¡rcral

subject natter- Frphasis was nader ratherr cn the 'present-day'

distribution of phenomena in a purely spatial context" Or¡e branch of

geography that develo@ from and hrilt on the regional nethod was the

landsca¡æ school- of Carl Sauer in Berkeleyr California" Sauer

explicitly recognized the importance of the tem¡rcral dinension in

understanding present fornrs" Einploying and combining Hettnerts concept

of chorology and the earlier 'landschaft' concept of Obto Schlüter fron¡

1906, Sauen n'nè a progranrnatic statement in his Morphologv of

Landscape (1925'46). He stated that the cr:lturaL landscape is the

resurt of the action of the culture groræ (the agent)' through tiner on

the physical s¡vironment (*re nedium). Iandscape was suggested bY

Sauer (1925,25) to be the r:nit of studyr or subject natter of

geography"

In Great Britainr geography \.tas established as a discipline

folloving pressure exerted by the Royal Geographic Society in order to

keep pace with other c-ountries in Er:rope (,¡ames and Martinr 19811201)"

Halford J. Mackinder was appointed reader at Oxford in 1887 t nnrking

the establishnent of geography in English universities" Mackinder

defined geography as the field of study v¡hich Lraces the interactior¡ of

humans and their physical environrnent" He lfas interested i¡ the

poJ.itical aspects of the discipline, believing that political geography

nmst be built o{-r and subsequent to pFrysical geqraphy" Mackinderrs

heartlard theoryr v¡hicl'r attempted to explain the effects of the
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physical envirorunent on the world's politically cpntrolled ôEêãsr lras

his ncst farnous contribution.

Mackinder's ideas had a significant inpact in both Europe and North

America. As the econornic and political strengtkt of Gernnny and the

United States nounted in the early decades of the twentieth centuryr

geography \,¡as seen as an important tool" Bowrlân's (1928) New World:

Problems in Politica1 Geography outlined the increasing r+orld role for

the UniteC States" In Gernanyr Haushofer expanded on Mackinder's and

Ratzelrs concepts¡ applying the term¡ rlebensraüffirr or living spâcer to

justify Gernnn ex¡nnsion into Eastern Europe (ShorLr 1982131)" The

creation of the ocncept of geopoJ-itics is credited to Mackinder, b:t

the pohTers that applied it obviously had other goals besides the

advancement of knowledge.

In the early decades of the twentieth centurlr geoÇraphers around

the worl-d h/ere concerned about the nature of the whole subject of

geography" Perhaps the single ncst influential figure in early

American geography was William Morris Davis. Like Richthofen¡ Davis

\ìras trained primarily as a geologist and strongly zupported thre

definition of geography as a physical and regional science. According

to Davis (1909,5), the ultimate goal of the geographic discipline r,¡as

to arrj-ve at generalizations through thle explanaticn of casual-

relationships betv¡een phenonena" Davis did not directly attempt to

delimit geography's subject nntter" Howeverr he infl-uenced many other

American geographers towards the then popular cause and effect trend of
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The American scholarr fsaiah Bov¿man was strongly ínfluenced by the

ideas of both Davis and Mackinder" Although he eLaborated on

Mackinder's concept of geopolitics in his work outlining the increasing

world role of the United States, he was al-so concerned with the scope

and nature of the parent discipline" Bovrmanrs (1934) Geography in

Relation to the Social Sciences s¡as vritten during the tine he \.¡as

Director of the American Geographical Society. The book outlined the

importance of slmthesis in regards to subject matterr emphasizing the

need for explanation that Lranscends Í€re descript.ion. Bowman (I9U,4)

stated that, the basis of geographic inquiry involves a specific group

of facts and a specific nethod- Similarly to his predecessorsr Bor^¡rnan

negtected to elucidate what precisely comprises the specific group of

facts and elaborated mcre on the regional n¡ethod.

Although Bot¡nnn's view of geography reflected the conrnonly accepted

mode of thought of his timer it rn¡as neverthefess, r:ncharact,eristically

anti-deterministic. He stressed a reciprocal rel-ationshíp between man

and the environrnent. Facts of the earth condition¿ rather than

determine¡ hunnn behaviour (Bowrnan, 1934,5). He also recognized

important human factors in the explanation of the hurnan-land

relationship. "The appearances, possibilities and uses of the earth

change as does lmowledge and awareness of new facts" (gor+man,

1934,224) " Unlike many of the geographers before himr Bor¡nnn stressed

that reality is as nn:ch a part of subjective human perception as it is

29
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a set of externalr objective facts" Ttris view appears more related to

Vidal-rs possibilisn than to the cause and effect reasoning

characteristic of early Anrerican geography"

Paradigrn Change

By the end of the first half of the twentieth century, the regional

paradigrn had gaind enormous popularity within the discipline" Thís

traditionr along with an ernphasis on hunan-land relations, had been

with geography both before and since its institutionalization" In the

mid-1950'sr however¿ a shift of ernphasis began to take place.

Dissatisfactior¡ with the fail-ure of the regional pa.radigrrn to el-ucidate

the specific nature and subject natter of geography drev¡ increasing

criticism. A new view based on the concept of space began to grow in

popularity. Schaefer (L955'227) stated that geography is c-oncerned

with the explanation of spatiaL patternsr distributions and laws that

govern certain features of the earthrs surface. An increasing emphasis

on positivisn and scientific methodology entailing quantification and

the derivation of scientific l-aws occurred in geography in the Late

1950's and throughout the 1960rs. The employment of nrathematical

models and statistical analysis íncreased in proportion to a general

trend in the social sciences. This trend was partly precipitated by

rnajor technotogical advancements of the tinêr such as the efectronic

computer. A quest for explanation aimirg at the construction of

high-level- theory pinnacted in the late l-960'sr exenplified bY Harveyrs

(1969) prograilrnatic Explanation in Geography"

Some ideological and philosophical problems arose with the emerging
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spatial analyLical paradigm's predilection towards quantitative

methodology"

quantificationr such a,s questionnaires in v¡hich the data obtained could

be coded and statisically analyzedr had a tendency to l-ack insight"

Aggregated resul-ts¡ although co'nrpiled frorn individuals¿ tended to lose

thre individuaJ-ity of the respondents¡ merely availirg numerical-

description lacking in significant neaning (Johnston, L9B7 'I2) " Ttre

professional connn:nity def ined the categories in which research \^/as

conducted; that is¡ if the objects of study cculd be quantified and

statistically analyzedr then the research hlas justified. Since

positivism implies scientific suprefiì,ancy over subjectiver extraneous

influencesr a propensity to treat hunnn beings mechanistically cânr êf¡d

didr resuft. Às Johnston (1987,12) phrased it, the positivistic

approachr to science vier¿s hurnans a.s "progranned respondents to

stinnlLi". Ttrisr unfortunatelyr has been a najor characteristic of the

methodology enrployed by the spatial analyLicat paradigm.

CerLain nrethods that lent themselves well to

Another valid eiticism of spaLial analysis is t'hat spâcêr by

itselfr yields rìo meaning or process understanding" Because of this

and the fact that space is not a crcncept that can be intellectually

nxcnopolized by any one discipline, the concept of space alone can not

be used to distinguish geography from other disciplines" Bennett

(1985,222) went as far as to suggest that the positivist approach used

in spatial analysis has even further weakened the core of geography's

ident,ity. positivign has also increased the trend of specializations

and splintered sub-divisions, further separating hunan and pkrysical
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Thusr by the early L970's¡ positivism and the scientific nethod in

hunnr¡ geography were criticized o{'¡ ideologicalr philosophical and

hu¡nanistic grounds" Ttre relegation of virtually any geographic factr

event or object to quantification and statistical analysis effectively

dehumanizes the rhunan' part of the eguation of hunan geography"

Critical-¿ radicaL and hunnnistic approaches have received considerable

attention since the domination of spatial analysis, representing

alternative ideologies" Tday, at the beginning of the 1990rs/ hu¡nan

geography is divided by conflicting vier.i¡:oints¿ each seeking to convert

opposing intellectual factions" It should be acknowledgedr howeverr

that many of the approaches rñich have followed spatial analysis, such

as idealisn ard structurationr are seen by some geographers to be

lacking in clarity and have yet to be of proven, long-term vaLue"

Sumnary Renarks
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This brief history of geography a,s a university discipline reveals

certain salient problens" In spite of the difficulty in drawing an

accurate int.ellectual history and the perhaps inevitable bias invol-ved

rvith the sel-ection of individuals to represent the basic ideas of the

discipline, a few conclusions can be nade" A pervasive need for

leading geographers to define and redefine geography through

progranrnatic statements is evident" Paradigm change in human geography

ref l-ects di-ssatisfaction with and a l-ack of clarity pertaining to

previous views" Disagreement and controversy are not indicative of an
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unhealthy discipline" Howeverr the particular nature of them r.rithin

hunnn geograpùry is a direct reflection of a realr underl-ying identity

problem" Subject natter has not been clearly or consistently delimited

throughout the history of the discipline"

As discussed, the scope, nature and plrpose of geography at the

tine, of its institutionafization created an intellectual vacuum that

\¡¡as ør1y parbly ameliorated þr nationalistic interests" Academicallyr

geography \,ras hard-pressed to identify a scope of interest frcrn the

ouLset" Today, hurnan geography is largely a product of a series of

decisions nnè by particular individuals who occupied posiLions of

authority. the discipline has been not so much what geographers didr

but r+hat they were obliged to & (Gregoryr 1978,18)" In addition to

this factr tniversities are subject to the direction of subsidies

granted by fundirg agencies. Gregory (I978t20) validly rennrked that a

serious need arises to nake racceptable'ocntributions in order to

continue to receive the needed funds. It can be dangerous to attempt

to ùaw an inteLlectual history without recognition of such

l-imitations. Howeverr whether or not the history of the discipline

only reflects intellectual ¡xrsuitsr the pnoblem of a Lack of a clear

subject natter still exists.

The identity problem has been illustrated by establishing the J.ack

of a distinctive subject natter" One of the principal causes of this

problem lies in an historically pervasive over-emphasis and
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over-reLíance on n€thod" It is argued that nethod has in fact been

used to indentify hunnn geography and to attempt to delimit subject

nntter. Before focussing on this important issuer a conqnrative

consideration of LhÊ develoçxnent of tr+o other sociaL sciences is

discussed.

This brief cornparative analysis iLl-ustrates three basic points"

Firstlyr anthropology and sociology are selected to be conpared to

huirnn geography ù¡ order to demonstrate the existence of colIwÞn

intel-lectual links in wtrich these disciplines developed. Secondlyr

hurnan geographry's lack of clarity vis-a-vis subject nntter is further

illustrated through a comparative analysis of these other disciplines"

Thirdlyr the concepts of cul-ture and societyr vhich can þ considered

to be the central focii of interest in anthropology and sociology,

respectiveJ-yr are argued l-ater in this thesis to cornprise two of the

three fundamental elenents of the proposed frarnework.

Anthrrylqy ard kiolqy

As is the case with hunnn geography the historicaL roots of both

anthropotogy and sociology reach nn:ch further back in tine than their

institutionalization as university disciplines"

contributions in all- three disciplines cone from ttre Greek

civilization. These disciplines also have in cofirIþn a clained set of

subject niatter that overlaps with that of the others. Eclecticism is a

quality of all the social sciences, not just of human geography-

Substantial



defines the subject natter of anthropology as "mankind in its full

historical and geographical s.vleep of societies". Anthropology ernerged

as a distincL field of inguiry in the first half of the nineteenth

century. Ihre dominant approach !,ras that of sultural evolutionism,

using comparative nethodology" The comparative method involved the

analysis of a series of stages. It was &rived frorn and closely

related to the Darwinian thinkirg that influenced early geographers

such as Ratzel. The cultural evolutionist paradigm drew eiticism by

the early 19@'s, being gradually replaced by an emphasis on historical

processes of diffusion and migration" In Francer during the 1920's and

1930'sr structural functionalism, which focussed on Û€ psychological

explanation of social facts and structuresr grel¡ to &minate

anthropological thought.

The International Encvclopedia of the Social Sciences (1968,305)

Current trends in anthropology are to revive soÍìe of the ol-der

theoretical traditions amidst a plethora of mcre recent theories. A

considerabl-e amount of borrowing from social theory dlaracterizes

contemporary anthropoJ-ogyr although the discipline possesses a rich and

varied theoretical tradition. Orre example of current anthropological

theory is based on the inherently contradictory nature of social life"

Barrett (1984151) argued that the founding fathers of social- and

cultura-L anthropologyr such as Marxr Webrerr Durkheim, Boas¿ Malinowski

and Radcl-iffe-Brownr conceptualized every single theoretical issue and

that.¿ sinc-e them¡ veqf little progress has been nnde" AdoptirE the

35
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Marxist approach connronly r:.sed in the social sciences ,in the L98Ors,

Barrett empJ-oyed the dialetic in his study of causal mechanisns that,

conceal and neutralize inherent social contradictions. A choice

betweer¡ contradictiorrs is alwalns presentr but is governed and

conditioned by porler institutions"

Barrett (19841151) proposed three categories of social life

rules, rol-es and attributes" An example of rule contradiction would be

tturn the other cheekr versus 'an eye for an eyer. Role contradiction

is exemplified by family relationships such as 'husband versus fatherrr

or 'wife versus nother'. Attribute contradiction could include

'beautiful versus intelligent'" Individual perceptionsr attitudes and

goalsr howeverr play inportant rol-es in determining the neaning of

these contradictions. The point being illustrated is that there is

clearly a borrowing from sociological theory in this anthropological

work.

In regards to the relationship between anthropology and hunan

geography, the best exanple of mutual infLuence occurred at Berkeley

between Carl Sauer's landscape and Alfred l(roeber's cultural

anthropoJ-ogical schools in the 1920's" Both individuals worked

contemporaneously at the saÍ€ r:niversity and knerv each other" Tttey

shared a focrrs on culture a.s the prinary factor determinírg hunnn

behaviour"

Although a considerably ecl-ectic díscipliner anthropoJ-ogy's primary
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co¡cêrÍlr like that of nþst of the social sciencesr is with hunan social

ard cultural behaviour. However¡ far l-ess controverqf regarding

subject natter has occured in the history of anthro¡rclogy ccnpared to

that of hunan geography. It is beLieved thatr as a resultr a richer

theoretical- tradition is evident"

Unlike anthropologyr sociology developed quite differently front

hunnn geography, especially in regards to methodology" For nmch of its

history as an institutionalized uriversity discipline, sociology has

been characterized W empirically based scientific positivism" This

tradition was originally promulgated by &minant individuals, notably

Emile Durkheim. Sociology's consistent reliance øt a particular method

has notr like geographyr reflected an inabiliLy to èlimit subject

rnatter. To the contrarlrr sociology has been confident as to its

appropriate scale of analysis for subject natter to consist of social

g6oups. Àggregates based on groups lerd thenrselves fiìcre arnena-bly to

meaningful statistical analysis than do the individual factsr events

and objects that often comprise the subject natter,of hr¡mn geography"

The nl:tual infLuences j¡ whrich sociology and hunan geography

developed are diffucult to trace without second-hand interpretat,ion"

However¡ there did exist a certain level of interaction between the

early schools of these discipJ-ines whidr is important to note"

Durkheim and Vidal are considered by nany to be the founding fathers of

their respective schooLs of thought in sociology arrd hunnn geography"

Both figures lived in Flance at the safiìe time during npst of their
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lives. Ttreir careers were similar in ITEny respectsr including

influencesr ex¡:eriences and institutional environments" Students of

each \.¡ere reguired to take the other's courses (Andrews, 19841318) "

Both aimed at the explanation of hunnn society in relation to the

natural environnrent. Although these two leading i¡dividuals strongly

disagreed on rnatters of approach and ideologyr they co-existed in an

environrnent of nn:tual influence"

The sane argunent, applies to the institutionalization of the social

sciences as university disciplines. Rather than beirg intellectually

isolated from one anotherr the development of each influenced that of

the others. The key point to be drawn in this context is that in spite

of the eclectic nature of the various social sciences' subject nattersr

htman geography has suffered nore than the others in terrns of subject

nntter clarity" Due to anthropology's and sociology's less pronounced

difficulty in delimitirg subject nntterr theory construction has been

easier for these disciplines than in hunan geography. Ttre theories of

founding fathers sud¡ as Marxr Weberr Spencerr Comte ard Durkheim are

consistently referred to and employed throughout the development of

both anthropology ard sociology" Psychology has also developed with a

strong theoretical traditionr such as the work of FTeud" Ttris r¿as not

the case r+ith the early developrnent of huran geography" It $/as not

until relatively recently in AngJ-o-Ainerican geography ttrat t"larxian

theoryr for exampì-e¡ has been used" Perha¡rs the initial neglect of a

strong theoretical- basis inherited from social scientific forbears

helps to explain hunnn geography's re]ative sl-ovrness ín theory
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discipliners problems'of subject nntter and theory construction are

iïÐre rooted in an historically pervasive over-emphasis or¡ nethod"

Unlike other disciplinesr huirnn geography has attempted to identify

itself through the nethods it has anployed rather than through a

distinct set of subject natter"
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Howeverr as the next Section illustrates¡ the

It has been denronstrated that the social sciences develo@ in

relation to or¡e another. Howeverr other disciplines are nxrre able to

clearly identify their subject natter and are stronger in theory than

hunnn geography. the irçlication is that in order to cpnstruct theoryr

subject natter nn¡st firstLy be clearly delimited. In hr¡nan geographyr

therefore, theory construction is problernatic due to the identity

crisis. The discipline has tended to disguise its nebulous subject

natter by the nethods it has employed" Furthernrorer the subject nntter

of hunnn geqraphy ha,s tended to be determined by method" This

problem¿ as r,¡i]1 be shown, helps to explain hurnan geography's relative

r+eakness as a discipline"

retM Versus Subject, ß{atter

At this stage it is necessary to provide a definition of the term,

'method'. In this thesisr rnethod refers to the procedures of researchr

or research techniquesr involving the manners in wtrich inforrnation is

coll-ected ard analyzed. More specifically, methods are tools with

which subject natter is organized and tested" This flexible definition
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includes, but transcends, the rigidity of scientific positivism and

refers to any rrnnner in r.¡hich a subject natter can b studied"

The ains of nethods are to help organize and studlz subject matter

within a theoretical framework, rot to determine the objects of study"

It is the theoretical framework itself which circuJ-arly provides

significant neaning for the facts events and objects that constitute a

discipline's center of interest" As Figure 2"L ilLustrates¡ a general

plan for conductirq inquiry in the social sciences is to first know

subject natterr then to employ appropriate nethods of studlzing it and

to derive and emplcy theory" Converselyr theory helps to organize and

give neaning to subject matter via the nethods of studying and testing.

A Dictionary of Philosophy (1984,23O) defined nrethodology as

entaiì-ing the procedürêsr tools and ainus of a discipliner including the

\,rays in which a discipline is organized" This definition certainly

hoLds true in the case of hunnn geography" The focus on nethodological

issues has sought to explain the distinctive character of the

discipline via nethod" Despite this emphasisr howeverr the problem

involving the definition of subject matter has prevailed"

It is argued in this Section that nethod has dominated over and has

been used to determine the subject mat,ter of human geography" A

comparative analysis of the najor paradigms in human geography is used

to il-l-ustrate ard substantiate this argunrent" A pa.radigm is connxrnly

used in the social sciences to denote a kind of super-model or theory
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that, guides scientific research" Kuhn, ¡¿t¡o is credited for the

fornn:lation of the concept of paradigrnsr defined thern as n¡cdels or

exemplars for scientific activity (Holt-Jensen, 1980r38)" In hunnn

geographyr paradigns have been used to determine method andr in turnr

subject netter"

In the second Section of this drapterr wL¡ich dealt with human

geography's developnent, as a discipliner three najor paradigms (a1so

referred to as traditions or views) can be identified" Ttre first is

the hunran-land traditionr the second is the regional view and the third

is the spatial analyt,ical paradigm" Although a possible fourth view

exists¡ based on criticalr radicaL ard hun¡anistic approachesr it is

interpreted as a general criticism of positvism and is not treated as a

distinctly nelr or well-established paradigm in this thesis" IL should

be noted that the three traditions identified are not nn:tually

excLusiver but complementary" Most problems in hunnn geography can be

placed in an overlapping context between the paradigms" An exanple

v¡ouLd be agricultural lard usêr in which a consideration of the

relationship betveen hurnans and the environmentr pa.rticular areas and

an analysis of spatial variables¿ such as distance, are all important

factors in the understanding and explanation of the phenomenon"

The prirnary guestion addressed pertainírç to the fundanental nature

of these paradigms is wL¡ether subject ratter or nethod is the nain

focus. f.f it is determined that the dominant schools of thought in

human geography have been primarily constructed on an ernphasis on
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n€thod as opposd to subject natterr it can further be denu¡nstrated how

rnethod has been used to delimit subject natter" Figure 2.2" briefly

sketches the evolution of the three paradigrusr conbining the following

discussion and the historical overvier+ frqn the second Section of this

Chapter"

This tradition emerged early in hunan geographyrs developnent and

focusses on the relationship between hurnans and the physical

environnent" Humboldt ard Ritter had stressed the unity of hunnns and

naturer but soon after the discipline's institutionalization and well-

into the twentieth centurlr the hunnn-lard view was characterized by

the dorninance of physical geography and in the United Statesr

especially, W the environmental determinism of Davisr Semple and

Huntington (Taaffe, L974t5). By the mid-1920rsr thre view of the

hurnan-lard relationship @an to evolve into orìe of reciprocity.

Barrow's hunan ecology in 1923 is an exanple" Ttre other extrerne of the

hurnan-land view placed hunnns and culture a,s the dominant factor in the

relationship" Sauerrs landscape school, inùrich $,ìas i¡fluenced by

Kroeber's superorganic concept of cultura-l- determinisn in anthropology,

reflects this view of the hunran-l-and relationship"

The Huinan-tand View

The hu¡ran-land tradit,ion initially ¡rcssessed a self-evident body of

subject, matter¡ bsrt nêthod was weakfy defíned" As roork progressedr the

strict definition of the term, 'environment' proved to be increasingly

limiting" All the social sciences studied some aspect of the total
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environment" D:ring the early decades of geographyrs institutional

historyr disciplines were scrambling for specialized donnins of inguiry

that !¿ere conducive to the neqr university structure" Exceptionalism

and diversification v¡ere encouraged. By the early l9@rs environnrental

features which influenced ècisions involving settlenent and

trans¡:ortation were seen by professional cor¡nn:nities as nxcst properly

comprising the intelLectual property of geography" This subject rnatter

s/âsr nevertheless, still very ecJ.ectic in nature.

Äs previouly discussed¿ the environnental determinist thesis stated

that hunnn sociaL and culturaL behaviour are caused by environnrental

factors. fhis fundamentally nechanistic reasoning v¡as the popular node

of thought for several decades at least unLil the mid-to-late l92o's"

It functionally supplied a wriform hypothesisr providing sore Íeasure

of significance ard organization to geographyrs vast diversity of

subject natter" Both phrysical and hunan geography were effectively

unified by the neat and tiqy structure of cauæ and effect thinking.

This was perhaps the only tine in the entire history of the discipline

that suchr a claim could Þ nnde"

Huntington (I92Ot2) defined hunnn geography as the study of the

relationship of the physiographic environnent to human activityr

stating that the discipline sculd be studied in a variety of \,rays"

This statement seerns to render the discipline to be pure subject

natterr but nethodologically vacuous. However¡ it is argued that the

underlyirg aim of any type of determinisn is rnechanisticr
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cause-and-effect explanation" Using the definition provided earlier in

this Section¿ cause-and-effect thinking is in itself a type of

netho'dologyr guiding and organizing the inguiry of a discipline" The

subject nntter which is clearly delimited by environmental- determinisn

- hr¡nan and land - is essentially derived from the nethod it ernploys"

Cause arxl effect methodology límits the subject nntten of hunan

geography to a focus orlr or the prirnacy ofr one aspect of a reciprocal

relationshipr thereþr defining the appropriate donnin of inquiry" The

concept that tt¡e physical environment causes hunan behaviour

subordinates the 'hunnnr parL of geography to the physical.

Regionalism

Another inportant, tradition r+hich evolved in hunan geography was

the chorological, areal- differentiation view, better Jqno\^m as

regionalism" This paradigrn was developed frorn the ideas of Kantr

Richthofenr Hettner and other European and later Anerican geographers.

lts prinary concern was the classification of places according to

regional similarities and differences" Plattr James and lbrtshorne

\./ere aIrìong the npre proJ"ific Anerican regional geographers wlæ becane

disenchanted with the eguation of the terms renvironmentr and

'geography' (Taaffer 1974,6).

Hartshorne's prograrnmatic The Nature of Geography (1939) clearly

ill-ustrated the centrality of rnethod and consequent weakness of subject

rnatter specificity. He perceived a problem with data sefection because

of the vast nn:ltitu& of different phenomena associated with places"
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Thusr Hartshorne (1939rxii) stated "it is important to find the most

intelligent ard useful rnethd of dividing the world into regions""

Geography¡ according to Hartshorne (19391468) does not have a distinct

set of phenornena asr a center of interest" He l-ater stated that the

scope and nature of geography can only be resoÌved to general agreement

bty following established nrethods (Hartshorner l-955 tt84) . Jarnes

(I9721IB4) agreed with this staternent by arguing that geography¡ âs â

chorological- sciencer shou.l-d be defined by method rather than subject

nntter" According to Hartshorrê¡ Hettner also believed that geography

could only be unified by method"

thereforer t-he objects of study have been determined by the

procedure of areal differentiation in the regionalist paradigim" The

act of classifying regions on any part,icular basis is, by the

definition provided in this Sectionr a method. The fundamental-

weakness of regional geography lies in the inability to construct

theory ard to rnake meaningful generaLizations. IL has failed Lo

identify a specific set of factsr events and objects which are needed

in order to construct theory" Over-reliance on nrethod canr thereforer

lead to an intellectual vacuum"

Spatiat Analysis

During the mid-to-late 1950'sr technological advancernentsr such as

the computerr helped to pronxcte a general trend in the social sciences

which enphasized science and mathen'ntics" This trend has had a

significant impact on human geography. Jaines and Martin (1981,4O7)
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defined the nature of a ne$¡ paradigm in the discipline as the

accunn:lation of knowledge through a concern with space and spatial

interactÍon" ltris view evoLved, in part, from the theoretical weakness

and intellectua-L shortcomings of regionalisn, just as the emergence of

regionalism had partialJ-y indicated dissatisfaction with the faulty

thinking of environmental determinism" Chorley ard Haggett (1967 t34)

called for a new paradigm based on mathenatical nr¡dels that r.¡ouLd unify

the discipline and distinguish it frorn others.

Production of cunn:lative generalizations was facilitated and theory

construction was enhanced in the newly energing spatial analyt'icaI

pa.radigrn. As wellr a Çreater enphasis on interdisciplinary cooperation

\{as pronroted" O'ì the negative side, however¿ increasirq use of

guantification and nathernatical abstraction brought the danger of

dehr¡nanization" Spatial- nodelling took up a disproportionately high

percentage of research activity" Ttre develo¡xnent of a gireat number of

technigues to measure spatial phenomena ard to apply statistical

analysis created difficulty in discerning ¡ntentially significant

findings frorn the insignificant (Taaffe, 1974tIO) "

If it couÌd be neasured and nade arnenable to statistical analysis¿

the subject nntter of hu¡nan geography $¡as quant,if ied" Johnston

(1982tI25) validly criticized the over-use and rnanipulation of data

through statistics as the nrost popular aspecE, of the positivist

approach r:sed in spatial analysis" Thre nanipulation of data¿ or the

mere acL, of quantification itsel-f, is a research technique, or methodr
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wirich has helped geographers to define their objects of study. rn

other r+ords¿ if the subjecL n¡atter \¡¡as suitable to statistical
analysis, then it ivas deemed a valid object of study. ïn this rÞnnêFr

rnethod determined subject rnatter"

As nentionedr o€tr¡êr vievpoints have challenged the spatial

anallrLical paradigm in the 1970's and l-9g0'sr largely arising from

díssatisfaction \.dth the &hunanizing aspects of quantification and

statistics. The methods of positivism not only tend to reJ.egate hunans

to nêre numbers, but are often unable to expJ_ain r:nique or perceptual

phenomena. Aggregated averages tell the geographer ver:y little¡ for
exampJ.er about how individuals might behave in a situation involvingr

safr naturaL hazards. The question of an appropriate scale of analysis

has also cast considerabLe doubt on the universal applicability of

statistical technigues"

Newer approaches such as ideal-ism, narxism and structuration have

yet to prove themsel-ves in regards to long-term popularity or viability
as aLternatives to positivism in hurnan geography. Howeverr a

significant amount of attention is currently beirg given to social

theoryr which can potentiatì.y integrate the central subject nntters of

spac¡e ard society. This direction receives fuller emphasis in the

follor.ring Chapters"

Sununary Rennrks

This brief analysis of the three dominant paradigs i.n geographic
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thought clearly illustrates that subject natter has Þen overshadowed

andr in essencer determined by method" Several factors help to explain

why this has occurred" Since geography's institutionalization as a

university discipline, geographers have not been confortable about the

vast diversity of tlreir subject rnatter" Ilnity of nethod has

historically been a nn:ch rx¡re easily obtained goal than has a clearly

defined and unified subject netter. Ttris identity crisis was initially

caused by the reasons surrounding the institutionalization of the

discipline"

The identity crisis only grehr deeper as each paradígm ùew

increasing criticismr leadirg to tL€ evol-utiqr of another" Äs

geography balkanized into specialized sub-disciplines¡ attempts h¡ere

rnade to minimize the vastness of subject nntter" In effect, however¡

the unity of the discipline vras increasingly disrupted" Environmental

determinisnr upon being discredited for the npnocausal, undirectional

thinking that led to social ills such as racism, created a seemingly

¡:ernnnent schisn between hunnn ard physical geography (Guelker

1989¡ I24) " Thre regional paradigirn's theoretical r+eakness hampered

subject matter integration" Spatial analysis further eroded the links

between hunan and physical geography by focussing on purely spatial

aspects¡ with no defense of a unified discipline (Guelke, I9B9II24)'

Hunnn geography today is clraracterized by a lrEìze of diverse

interests, the only partial comftcn ground being a tenacious propensity

towards positivism" Recent convergent and divergent trends r¿ithin the
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discipline have çnoduced a æisis even greater tf¡an thre identity

problern - that of protectirg a disciplinary core which nay have already

eva¡rcrated (Dear, 1988,265) " Ttre state of hunan geography today is

nn:ch like that of schizophrenia (;ohnston¡ l988rL94) !

The intellectual shortcomings of hunan geography are partly due to

its failure to provide an integrative framework for subject natter"

Thusr a reliance orì nethod has dominated" Method¿ âs defined and

il-Iustratedr is clearly unable to provide either a distinct ident,ity or

integrative framework for a subject natter" Tt¡e r¡alue of theory

construction in this context receives ful-ler attention in the following

Chapters.
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It has been argued that a weakly defined subject netter has

precipitated a relative weakness of theory construction in hurnan

geography" In order to construct neaningful theory¡ the subject nntter

of the discipline needs to be clarified r.¡ell beyord the currentr

nebuLous state" Ttris Chapter focusses on the integral characteristics

and functions of theory in order to predicate a basis for suggestirg a

clearer set of subject natter for hunan geography. orlce it, is

determined what theory can accomplish¡ the task of delimiting an

approprÍate subject n'atter is facilitated" Ftrthernore, q)on nþre

clearly delimitirg a sco[Þ of interest for the discipliner rnore

meaningful theory can be constructed.

Three interrelated sections comprise this chapter" The first
Section concentrates on the need for and functions of theory in hunen

geography. This Section includes specific definitions of the relevant

terms and various theoreticar level-s" Following this discussionr the

appropriate level of theory for the discipline is criticaJ-ly evaLuated.

A crcmparative crcnsideration of eclectic ar¡d indigenous theoretical

sources is then offered" rn spite of what is believed to be the

necessarily eclectic nature of hunan geographyr a distinct subject

n'atter is sought which is geographically constituted"

The second Section discusses some of the various theories that have

been used in discipline, evaluatirg sorÊ of their strengths and

weaknesses. Particul-ar emphasis is given to landscape theoryr which

will later help Lead to the construction of the conceptual framei¿ork.



The prrpose of this process is to

the first Section of thís Chapter

will link them to the third Section"

The third and final Section of this Chapter argues for disciplinary

integration" Social theory is used ês the prinary focus in order to

illustrate the potential usefulness of an orerlapping tL¡eoretical

approach" The origins, strengths and weaknesses of social theory are

discussed in order to provide a basís for subject natter integration

and clarification as well as an appropriate level of theory in hunpn

geography"
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exemplify the ocncepts discussed in

and to construct a foundation that,

It is necessary to provide a consistent and functional definition

of the termr rtheory', in the context of this thesis. This task

reguires an elen¡ent of srTnthesis due to the existence of a variety of

definitions a¡rd levels of theory" Three basis categoriesr oE Levels of

theory are identified in this Section (see Table 3"1) - rnetar neso and

micro" Varior¡s definitions of theory are discussed in conjr:nction with

each category"

fte R:ncti.øæ of, ard

lþed fæ Tt¡eory

The nx¡st conunonJ-y accepted definition of theory within the social

sciences is positivistic in origin arrd ideol-ogy. As rnentionedr

scientific positivism assumes an objective and detached superiority
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over sr.rbjective approaches and is prinnrily concerned with enpirical

generarizations. rt should be noted¡ hor¡ever¡ that arry approach which

is pneferred by a najority of professionals is prone to a certain level

of subjective bias. Posít,ivisin is simply reLatively lrkf,re objectíve

than other approaches"

Scientif ic theoryr as def ined by the positivist ideal r

characteristically involves the settirq up of hypothesis to explain

observed reality. The hypothetico-deductiver or scientific nethod

seeks to expì-ain primary causes by deduction and testing of hlpothesis

(Holt-fensen, 198Or2O)" In scientific theoryr a hypothesis nn:st be

testabler or made anrenable to experimentation" A hypothesis is a

proposition vñose truth or falsity is capable of bing determined

(Harvey, 1969,100)" The ultinate ajm of scientific hypothesis ís not

only Lo deducer bJt also to predict pa.tterns or generalizations"

Figure 3.1 shows Harveyrs (1969,34) diagram of this route to scientific

explanation. Once a hypothesis is predictedr strict qr:antitative

measurenent ard statistical analysis is employed to test it. ff the

tests are successfuf, the hypothesis becores a generalizalíon"

Successful repetition of the tests graduates the generalization to the

status of a 1aw, which is defined bY thrvey (1969,1O5) as an

empirically arxl universally tn¡e generalization" Scientific theory

consists of a series of related laws (Johnston, I9B3t72)" ùtce the

theory is articulated¿ it is retested and reconfirmed in the real- world

(positive feedback) " this híghest leveL of theory is referred to in

this thesis as 'meta-theoty', whidr aims at the highest l-evel of
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explanation the deriving of universal lawsr entaiting the

repeatability of empirical facts and nethodological assumptions

(theodorson and Theodorson, 1969 t436) .

sore methodological problens regardirg Lhe apprication of

scientific neta-theory can be identified in hunan geography" rf the

data cannot be quantified and staListically analyzedr the results of

tests are considered to be invalid" In other r+ordsr the construction

of scientific meta-theory is inextricably rinked to positivist

methodology" Johnston (1987 '22) acknowledged that a najor shortcomíng

of the positivist approach to the study of society is the primary

concern with strictly enpiríca] (measurable) findings" Social

behaviourr v¡hich is asserted to comprise a part of human geography's

scope of interestr cannot be r.:nderstood exclusively by the a¡¡plication

of rscientific' principles" A.s discussed, individual- perception and

behaviour ò not always comprise a subject matter compatible w'ith the

methods of positivism" An intuitiver subjectiver understanding or
rverstehenr is often reguired in order to arrive at, neaningful

explanations" Behaviour, in generalr can be a problenatic subject

matter in the social sciences because it is not an enpirically based

set of facts¡ events or objectsr but a transformingr dynamic and

complex process" These qualities render behaviour difficult to be

observed in a purely 'scientificr nnnner.

Tn order to m)re clearly illustrate the above assertions¡ an

example from B"F" Skinner is useful" Skinnerr although prirnarily knor¿n
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as a behaviourist in Lhe discipline of psychology, was concerned rvith

the scientific applicability of a subject natter based on behaviour.

His view r¿as nerely one of rrnnlr but, his concern with this relevant

philosophical issue is important to note" Skinner (I965t22) identified

some important limiting factors i¡ the construction of scientific

meta-theory based on the subject natter of behaviour" Science im¡rcses

limitationsr such as isolating certain events at the expense of others"

Behaviour is necessarily unigue in individualsr whereas science is

concerned wíth the generaL and prediction" The study of the behaviour

of grou[F will not always yield accurate predictions of individual

behaviour" Ttre use of the scientific nethod in the study of hunnn

behaviour raises the objection that behaviour is an anonnl-or:s subject

nntter" kedictions about it can actually alter it because the

observed and the ob.server often interact. The extraordinary complexity

of behaviour renders the fornmLation of Laws nost difficult"
Scientific analysis can be impractical unl-ess conditions can be brought

under some kind of controj-, Behaviour, wtrich is the resul-t of a

conplex variety of processesr süch a,s institutionsr goals and

constraintsr is not easily reproduced in the laboratory"

Skinner optimistically believed that these valid limitations $/ere

not insurnrcuntable, h.rt were nerely a reflect,ion of the youthful stage

of developnent of science at that tine (1965). However¡ twenty-five

years have passed and in spite of the technological advancements thaL

have been nn& since then¡ difficulty in attemptirq to derive

scientific l-ar¿s involving human þhaviour has persisted.
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Popper (1965,40) argud for the application of the hypothetico -
deductive rnethod of theory construction to both the natural and social

sciences" ltrc$rever, he acknowledged that a fundanrental difference in

degree, or Levelr nmst be recognized. Quantitative measurement suffers

a reduction ix significancer interpretability and testability in the

social-, as opposed to the natural sciences. Therefore, the appropriate

l-evel of theory for the study of society and socíal behaviour cannot be

meta-ranged" The various sociaL sciences study limited aspects of

hunan behaviour. lheory ained at all-inclusive explanation is not only

unrealistic, but unobtainable"

Gne of the pnimary functions of theory is generalization to

increase the signficance of knowledge. This function is consistent

regardless of the theoretical level. ltre opposite level- of theory to

the neta-range can be refered to as micro-theory" It seeks to

generalize, blt not, with the aim of fornn:j-ating r:niversal laws"

Micro-theory is best applied to unigue situations. For exampler in the

environental &terminist thesisr statenents such as 'npuntain rren are

Iazy' reflect an attempt at lor¿-leveI generalization. Large-scale

explanations and predictions are not the aims of this theoretical 1evel

and, therefore, micro-theory does noL necessarily lead to a

strengthened disciplinary cþre" For this basic rêâsorrr micro-theory

does not receive notable emphasis in this thesis"

There are other functions of theory besides the generation of lav¡s

whidr are Íìore appropriately applied in the social sciences and, in
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particular, hurTnn geography" Ttreory also consists of a set of

interrelated principles, statements aild definitions $ñich serve to

conceptually organize the rrcrld in a systenntic vay" Il¡e fornn:lation

of logical and conceptual frameworks and nxcdels helps to fu1fil this

organizational function of theory r¿ithin a discipline and is referred

to in this thesis a.s nesætheory" Although theory is concerned with

generalization and explanation, it is also c-oncerned with the nanner in

which a discipline's dornain of inguiry is organized" It is the

organization of factsr events and objects within a conceptual framework

in which this specific definition of neso-theory is nost realistically

applied"

An exanple of generalized explanation which is rpt necessarily

empirically based is ncdel construction" One of the functions of

nx¡dels is to irçly ne\.¡ ways in which to definer rêpresent and analyze

the phenonena that constitute a subject matter" Models nay not even

lead to erpirical findingsr but can help to æeate neq¡ conceptual

frameworks in which to outline the bounds of possibilities¡ organize

and integrate skewed anpirical knowledger cJ-arify thre neaning of what

is knownr suggest the viability of research for different issues and

heLp to identify important g:estions that will direct future research

(Couclelis, 1986,96)" Given the fact that the subject natter of hunnn

geography is so vast and varied, the organizational and zuggestive

functions of theory are of considerabl-e value and importance"

F\:rthernrcrer this type of mid-ranged or neso-theory has to precede
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rneta-theory in the discipline" Hunan geography needs to learn to v¡alk

before it can rr:n" rt is overì.y a¡nbitious to expect theory to act, as a

panacea to problems associated with hunnn behaviour" It¡e fundanental

usefulness of theory in the stuQy of human behaviour lies in the

ability to integrate loosely related facts and concepts" Theory is

important in providirg organizational ar¡d suggestive avenues of.

research" These gualities are needed in hunnn geography.

Given the above argunent, a synthesized definition of theory in the

context of this thesis is now clarified" As statedr theory is an

atternpt at generalization, explanation and, ultirnatelyr prediction"

However¿ the level of ability to generalize and predict varies and

depends on the nature of a disciplinets subject nntter" It has been

suggested in this Section that the subject matter of hr¡nan geography

partly includes society and social behaviour" Spatial implications of

social behaviour are arguably at the heart of hurnan geographic inguiry"

It has also been argued that rigid scientific rnethodology arxJ theory

cannot capture¿ generalize or predict the fu]I spectrum of such an

enorrrlct¡s ard diverse subject rnatter" It is believed that the true

val-ue of theory in hunan geography lies in the realm of organizationr

explanation ard mid-range generalization" This statenent does not

assert a need to completely cxnit the possibility of achieving

high-level generalization ard prediction¡ but to limit their

application to npre appropriate subject net,ters" In other r¡ords, since

the various social- sciences tend to seLect only limited aspects of

social behaviour as their domains of inquiryr rieta-theory nir:st be



correspondingly limited in application.

The explanatory poh'er of theory partly lies in the ability to
define a framework in vù¡ich factsr events and objects can be fitted and

to supply a cohesir¡e guality to a discipline. Theory helps to define

the essence of a discipline's inquiry with na:ch greater precision Lhan

does a loose collection of factsr events and objects. Harvey (Lg6g,74)

further strengthened this vier+ by stating that theory forms tt¡e
hallnark of a discipliner helping to identify relevant subject natter.
The best explanations are provided by theoryr without vtrich a

discipline cannot know its or¿n identity (Harveyr 1969,4g6).

one last a^spect regarding the r¡alue of theory is pragrnatically

based and relates to a discipline as it is perceivd by professional

academic consnunities" As Morrill (19871535) realistically stated t ,'lf

geography is a neaningful parL of seekirg knowledger it rm:st create a

body of theory which is recognized as being significant þz others". It
is essentiaL to create a corpus of theory to exprain fundamental

geographic concepts and to place them r+ithin an organized context.

Howeverr as this thesis emphasizes, this task cannot b accompJ_ished

without first knowing the fundanental subject natter.
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Difficulty involvinrg theory construction has occurred in human

Eclectic Versus fndigenols

ß¡weticaÏ Særoes
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geography nct only because of an over-reliance on nethodr h:t because

of the veLT nature of the discipline's subject matter" The enornxcus

diversity of hunan geography's scope of interest necessarily entaiLs

subject nntter overlap wi[h other disciplines" In other wordsr hunnn

geography cannot hold an intellectual nonopoly on subject nntterr kmt

studies a wide variety of phenomena that are claimed by other

disciplines as their centers of interest. According to Morrill

(1987,536), geography's distinctiveness is the abiJ.ity to synthesize a

variety of subject natters" It is questionable that this is a

sufficient explanation" The discipline of history can also claim this

allegedly distinctive quality of sr:bject netter integration" As rvellr

it is believed that in spite of an ecleclic array of interests, there

is a distinct subject natter in which human geography is prinarily

interested.

ivlany geographers have argued thrat the concepts of environnent¡

place ard space and a specialized expertise in places constitute a

distinctive focus in hunen geography (Sack, 1980; Abler¡ I9B7¡ t"lorrillr

I9B7)" Howeverr this subject natter necessarily entails overlap with

the interests of other disciplines" A plethora of phenomena is

associated with environnrent ard places" Space is a meaningless

abstraction without interaction with factsr events and objects" lüo

intellectual monopoly can logica11y be claimed in respect to these

donains of inguiry"

Neverthl-essr a distinctly geographical tinngination' has been
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argud for by many geographers throughout the twentieth centu4r

(wright, 1947; Lowentalr 196l; Nortonr 1989a). The curiosity involving

yet unknown aspects of places and peoples has stirm:lated a geographical

inngination since geography's historicalr as opposed to institutional¡

beginnings" Vüright (1947,4) wrote of the cancept of rterra incognitae

in the minds and hearts of menr as the stirm:lus of the geographical

inagination. fhis curiosiLy includes aestheticr intuitive and

cognitive processes in addition to strictly visible stimuli. Wright

concluded that geography is distinctive because of the distinct

curiosity that geographers possess"

According to Lowenthal (1961 t245) ¡ the geographical inragination is

less broadly focussed than is the general curiosiÈy of rnankind" Anyone

t¡ho observes the earth around them isr in a wayr a geographer¡ b¡t no

one even the n¡rst professional geographer has surveyed every

possible aspect of an area. Each sguare kiloneter can be seen by an

almost infinite number of perspectives (Lowenthalr 19611246)" Even

todayr there exists a rnr:ltitude of unknowns" The geographical

inragination sti1l thrives.

The npst recent and perhaps nost useful attempt to identify a

distinctly geographical irnaginatiotrr v/a,s made by Norton (1989a), vhen he

not only suggested a salient subject natter for the discipline, bJt

placed his analysis within an r,¡hat is believed to be an appropriately

interdisciplinary c-ontext" The geographical in'agination recognizes

that the lives of individuafs are intimately linked to space and place
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(Nortonr 1989ar190)" Tlo illustrate this connection¡ exanples from

other discipJ.inesr includirg historyr architecture ard sociologyr llêrê

given with specific geographical applications of the principle" An

especially significant point recognizd by Norton is the currently

shared interest of sociology and hunran geography to integrate the

concepts of society and space"

The roles played by space and place are cn¡cial to the

understanding of the world" The terrnsr howeverr êrê not easily defined

in a consensuai- nanner and are perhaps too general or unclear to

comprise a distinct subject nntter" Norton (1989ar191) suggested the

potential use of space and place as an instrument of the geographical

inagination to help prove that landsca¡e is the nxcst appropriate

singular subject matter in ht¡nan geography" A distinctly geographical

subject rnatter cannot be solely comprised of socio-spatial interaction¡

but more specifically of the resul-t of that interaction landscape

creation and change"

Even though landscape nay be a distinctly geographical focus of

interestr the study of it requires the consideration of a variety of

factors úrich create and interact with it" Norton (I9B9a) neglected to

discuss the difficulty involvirg the definition of the term,

'landscape' itselfr wl-rich can take on different neanings and l-evels of

significance between disciplines"

el-aboration and will be addressed in the following Chrapter" It is

presently asserted that even though landscape is the single nost

This point reguires further



promising cþncept to ccrnprise

interdisciplinary approadr is

understand the complex factors

with landscape"

Once a salientr distinctive subject natter is identified and

clarifiedr thsr theory constructiør can be facilitated at the

appropriate level- discussed" Ttreory can then fulfil its function of

organization of subject natterr whick¡ in turn aids in cLearer and more

nreaningful explanations of facts, events and objects within a c.oherent

conceptual- franework" Figure 3.2 il-l-ustrates a simplified npdel of

this process.
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a hu¡ran geographic subject natterr an

nevertheless reguird i¡ order to

and processes that create and interact

The circularity of the above reasoning flEy appear somer¡hat

contradictory ard reguires clarification" Hov¡ can theory be the sole

avenue in vfrich a subject natter is clarified if in order to originally

construct theory, subject natter nmst alreadlz be clearly delimited?

The answer is sinplified only in the context of the natrre of the

subject natter" If the center of interest is necessarily eclecticr as

is the case in hunan geographyr simply knowing what it is does not

constitute a sourd basis for integration ard clearer identification"

However¿ the organization and clarification precipitated by a

conceptual franework in whid¡ factsr events and objects can be placed

in a neaningful crcntext helps to nore clearly identify both the center

of interest ard a particuJ.ar point of view" By provÍding an organized

focus, a conceptual- framework helps to ciarify and integraLe subject
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SIMPLIFIED MODEL OF THE ROLE OF TTTEORY IN EXPLANATION

FIGURE 3.2 :
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natter and can therefore lead to mcre [eaningful explanations.

Another question which nny be raised regarding the above reasoning

involves the apparent contradiction of attempting to isolate a

distinctly geographical perspective v¡hile sinnrltaneously recognizing

the necessariJ.y eclectic nature of hunan geography's subject, natter"

Knowledge itself is necessarily overlapping" The deliberate selection

of subsets of knowledge to conform to the currently existing artificial
boundaries that divide various disciptines is a characteristic of an

epistcxnological crisis v¡t¡ich extends beyond geography to all the social

sciences. Theory is an attempt at generalized explanation" rf theory

transcends the artificiaJ.ly imposed divisions betv¡een disciplines (and

sub-disciplines), is it noL of benefit to the advancernent of knowledge?

Perhaps this sorewhaL idealistic query nay help to justify the need for

hunnn geographry to borrcn¡ subject rnatter ard theory frcm other

disciplinesr but does it, heLp to explain the distinctiveness of hr¡ran

geography? Furtherrrlcre, is it important that the discipline be so

sì-ngularly different from others in order to rmke r¡alid and r¡seful

contributions to knowledge? Tdealì-yr the anssrer nÞy be no; hor,¡everr

given the ocnstraints imposed by the university structure¡ professional

con¡'m:nities and fundirq agencies¡ it is expected that hunnn geography

provide a distinct and neaningful contribution in order to neet the

needs of society"
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Due to institutionaL realities¿ efforts have been and nmst continue

to be nnde to isolate and define the essence of hunnn geography,
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despite the enphasized recognition of the discÍpline's inevitably

ecl-ectic nature" This thesis attenpts to acconplish this task via what

is believed to be a necessarily ecl-ectic approach" Because the subject

matten of hurnan geography is eclectic, a theoretical approach based on

eclectic sources rnr:st be synthesized"

The theories discussed in this Section are specifically drosen as

examples to ill"ustrate three basic characteristics" Firstlyr theories

borrowed from other disciplines are a reflection of the eclectic nature

of various fields of inguiry" Secondlyr an attempt is nnde to

denonstrate how effectively these theories fu1fi1 the functions of

organizirg ard rþre cJ-early delimitirg subject n¡atter in hunan

geography" ttrirdlyr a criticaL evaluation is nade to determíne if sone

indicatior¡ of a distinct,ly geographical- perspective viably exists" The

goals of this procedure are ultimately to extract a salient essence and

to delimit a rÐre succinct subjecE, nntter than a loose collectior¡ of

facts, events and objects" ltrree categories of theories are identified

economic, behavioural- ard landscape but these cfasses are not

intended to be exhaust,ive"

Economic Theory

Ttreories Usd In Ht¡nan Ceography

A considerabl-e anucunt of theory and ndel construction in hunnn

geography has been intellectually borrowed frcrn tfÊ discipline of

economics" Of all the social sciences, with the exception of historyr

economics !¡as the earl-iest to becone wel-l-established as a university
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discipline cr/er fifty years before geography (Nortonr 1989arlB7).

Perha¡rs because of a longer period of institutional- developnent and

experience and a nÞre specific subject matter¡ economics has been able

to forrm:late nxlre sophisticated repesentations of generalized processes

and high-level theory than sone of the other social sciences. Examples

of the geographic application of economic theory include von Thünen's

agricultural Land use theory and läsch's theory of industrial location.

A great deal of research has been conducted in the attempt to apply

econornic principJ.es to the r:nderstanding and explanation of hu¡nan

behaviour" Morrillrs (1979) Spatial Organization of the Landscape is

an example of the attempted appJ-ication of Christaller¡s and Thunen's

theories of spatial orderr based on economic theoryr to the nrodelling

of idealized landscapes"

rationaL consur€r behaviour"

Economic th¡eory often eçì-oys r¡crnetive assr_lnptions¡ such as

conditions, humans will behave in a manner conducive to the

neximization of profits and the minimization of expenditures" In other

words¡ rnaxinn:m eff,icienclr is assr¡ned to be a characteristic of norrnal

huæn behaviour" Geographical factorsr such as distance¡ play an

important role in determiningr for exampler shopping nnrket locations

and preference of patronage" Urban spatial organization theories that

involve the relationship of industrial location to income group zones

reflecL an economic orientation to explanation" The social theory of

Marx¡ such as v¡crk place and alienation, trÞssesses economic

implications by assumirg that man cannot be enxctionally fulfilled

It is assuned that unden ideal



without control over the nìanner in v¡hich he earns a living"

The underlying rationale of economic aeography is nechanistic and

deterministic - economic factors cause a behaviour effect" Ttre concept

of 'economic nnnr permeates the suÞdiscipline" Strorg reliance on

positivistic ideology and quantitative nethodology are characteristics

of economic geography. Howeverr in spite of sone of the dehunnnizing

aspects of these characteristicsr economic theory has been perhaps the

mcst sophisticated and advanced that has been used in hunan geography

to date" The reason for this nay lie in the abitity of econornic theory

to nxrre clearly identify a sal-ient subject nratter and to arrive at nucre

generalized explanations and predictions than do other types of theory

used in human geography" Through theories involvirg the relationship

between space, econornic factors and hurnan behaviourr a subject natter

based on hcn¡ hurnans use the earth is clarified" In turnr referring

back to Figure 2"I (p" 4I), the theories are tested using specific

methods and resul-t in a nx¡re cl-early delimited subject rnatter"
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It na:st b acknowledgedr howeverr that rot qrly economic blt

cultural variables significantly affect the ways in whidr hunnns view

and use the earth" Economic geography, for the nost partr appears to

superimpose a preconceived 'developed' cultural value judgrnent on

underlying assumptions" For exarnpler the postulate that u'rder ideaL

conditions the nornal- behaviotr of a rational consuner is the

naximization of efficiency does not, necessarily apply to al-l culture

groups. So¡re socialist societies are known to be economically
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inefficient by Western standards" The Bushmen of the Kalahari in

Botswana and the Inuit of Northern Canadar until relatively recentlyr

have found the concepts of noney and profits quite alien. Their world

vier¡ ard cultural and social values, goals and needsr do not sesn

geared torvards the Vtestern concept of economic development.

Behavioural Theory

As is the case \.¡ith economic geographyr the sub-discipline of

behaviouraL geography borrows theories frorn other disciplines" this is

especially true frorn psychology, vÈrich possesses a rich theoretical

tradition" A more individually based scale of analysis than in

economic aeography is the focus. Howeverr in behavioural geography,

theory based orì aggregates is the ultimate goa1" Hunanistic approaches

are often erployed, as is understandable regarding problems which

concern individuaL perception ard behaviour. In spite of these

gualitiesr positivism and quantitaLive nethodology have nevertheless

dorninated in the suHiscipline"

In regards to specific theories that have been used in behavioural

geographyr ecl-ecticism is inevitable and pervasive" SelLr Taylor and

Zube (1984), fot exanple, elucidated a theoretical framer¿ork for the

study of J-andsca¡:e perception"

incorporating four diverse research paradigms v¡as advocated in their

study - eval-uation of experts¡ empirical testingr the cognitive rneaning

to individuals and the experienced neaning of interaction" Ttris

integrational approach encompasses both conceptual and applied

An organizational strucLure
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interestsr providing a npdel of landscape perception as a function of

the interaction between humans and landscape" As r.¡elIr what were

essentially isolated research ¡nradignrs could be holistically

integrated"

Cadr+allader (1981) attempted to apply the gravity n'xrdel borror¿ed

frcm physics to explain consumer spatial behaviour" Rather than

yielding any specific ernpirical resultsr his sLudy focussed prinerily

on the potentiaÌ usefulness of the nxcdel in a predictive capacity" He

concLuded that eclectic borrowing is an intellectually useful endeavour

and that the subject nntter of htmnn geography can be further clarifíed

as consisting of spatial behaviour"

One of the npst prornising approaches towards theory develo¡xrent in

behavioural geography is transactionalism" The philosopù¡y behird this

approach is distinguished from and opposed to that of constructivism"

One of the ¡:ostulates of constructivist theory is that in order to

understand realityr o{'¡e nqlst conceptually stop the tine-space [xocess

in order to isolate and define events (aitten and Bjorklandr 1988,55)"

Technigues that are colûnonJ-y r:sed in behavioural geographyr such as the

sennntic differential- and the repertory grid, are designed to elicit

responses to questions wlrich are consistent v¡ith constructivist

phil-osophy. According to the transactional approach¡ reality can only

be urderstood r¿ithin the time-space eontinuumr i¡ithout aLtempting to

conceptually stop it. Transactionalisn regards the hunnn - land

relationshíp as an inherently drTnamic system in which people and the



envirorunent are both cause and effect"

nondeterministic view"

ûle disadvantage of a transactionaList over a constructivist view

is the extrene difficulty involved with the study of the changing

transactions between hurnns and land" Þspite this difficulty whichr

for example¡ includes neasurement and generalizationr the approach

appears to be cne of the npst prornising and realistic avenues of

behaviouraL geographic inquiry for tr+o basis reasons. Firstlyr it
seems to identify an eclecticr bntt nevertheless specificr set of

subject rnatter consistirg of human behaviour and landscape relations"

Secondlyr it recognizes the importance of the tem¡:oral¡ as well as

spatial, dirnension, whicfr further exemplifies the need for an eclectic

approach in hunan geography" Again, space by itself yields little
understanding of the ongoingr dynamic processes that constitute hunnn -
Ìand relations"
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Ttris reflects a truly

fhe primary advantage of behaviouraL approaches in hurnan geography

is the recognition of the fact that understanding hunan - larxi relations

reguires nr¡re than the examination of the physicalr nnterial landse-ape"

Symbolic processes are fundamentaL aspects of human perception and

behaviour" Húrnns æeate and interact with landscape. Ttre experience

of different individuals in different cul-ture groups interacts with

physical factors in the Qynamic process of landscape creation and

change"



In the context of attempting to isolate a distinct subject matter

in hr¡ran geography, landscape theory is of great potential value.

Landscaper as r¿i]l b discussedr is a difficult term to define in a

consensual rnanner" Howeverr if there exists one prirnary focus of hr¡nan

geographers that is not specifically shared with any other professional

groupr it is landscape" As has ben establishedr a nnjor therne in

hr:man geographic thought has been the retationship betv¡een people and

land" Ttris therne has provided a relatively clear, h:t vast and varied

subject nntter. The specific forns that result frcrn hunan - land

interactíon are landscapes be threy viewed frorn an economicr

behavioural or a variety of other perspectives"

Landscape Theory

The jmpJ.ication of tlre above argunrent is that the concept of

landscape ha,s perrneated hurnan geographic thought throughouL the

discipline's èvelo¡xnent" Ttre question must be raised, thereforer as

to why the landscape concept has not achieved universa-l- consensus as

the central focus of hunan geography. An attempt to ans$¡er this

questicn is partially provided through an examinatisr of sauer's

landscape school i¡ the context of how and \./hy it developed as a

separate¡ as opposed to integrated, schoor of thought r,¿ithin the

discipline"
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The longest enduring and perhaps best ]mown theory involving

landscape originated frcrn the landsca¡:e school- of carl sauer at

Berkeley, California ín the mid-1920's" The intellectual roots of
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sauerrs concept of landscape \.€re crosely linked to chororogy and

regionalism" combining Hettner's definition of geography as the study

of areas and schLuter's concept of rlandschaftr¡ sauer (rg2st25)

identified a subject rnatter in geography as consisting of a distinct
association of physical and cultural forms. He defined landscape as

the systen of interrelated parts thaL result frorn the processes of
develo¡xnentr drange and comptetion r+ithin the cr¡ntext of hunnn - land

relations (Sauer, 1925t27) "

As previously referred Èor Sauer's programmatic statement in 1925

defined geography as the study of hø"¡ the culture groupr or agentr acts

on the natural_ landscape, the nedium¡ through tine to create the

cultural landscaper tlre result. caster.li (r9Borr9) symbolicalry

expressed this statenent as:

t"o =ElT r (Ln, * *)t
Where: the present cultural landscape (Lcp)

is the sunrnation of the functions of the

This sinple symboJ_ic expression

cul-ture group acts on the physical

the cul-tura1 landscape" Castelli

Sauerrs progranrnatic stat.ement by

natural landscape (tnr) at tinre one (tr)
when it was first occupied by the cultural

group (Cu) to the presnt (tp).

attempts to describe how a single

mvironment, through tinrer to create

(1980,21) built on his or+n nrodel of

ocnsidering the interaction betiveen



two culture groups and Lhe resulting cultural iandscape:

L-- =fr {ln * tul)..41 f (Ln * frl * tuz)rcp r_' E, 
-3

hlhere the present cultural Landsc"p" (L"p)

is the sun of the functior¡s of the natural

landscape (r,n), the host culture (tuf ) as it

appears at a given t,iÍe (t) plus the functions

of the natural landscape (f,n), the host sulture

Sauer's statement was originally only íntended as an explanation of

geographyrs scople, nature and ptrposer as opposed to a theory geared

towards generalization ard prediction. Hor¡everr it involved a systern

of statements that renders it conducive to these integral functions of

theory" Sauerrs statemenLr in effectr can al-so serve to conceptually

organize the subject natter of the discipline" Despite Sauer's

non-theoretical intentionsr others¿ such ã.q Castellir have taken his

statement further by attempting to generalize and predictr in addition

to deLimitirg ard organizing subject nntter. Therefore, following the

definitions provided in this thesis, Sauerrs statement is r:seful- in a

rneso-theoretical capacity"

(cul) and the introduced culture (Cu2) fron the

time of introduction (t=) to the present (tp) 
"
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Given this reasoning, then, wl'ry has the landscape school developed

as a setrÞrate and isolated branch of hunan geography? ff the landscape

concept offers a dist,inct and viable explanation of the essence of
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hunen geography, rvhy has it not been generally accepted as a basis for

inquiry? SeveraL factors help to explain the failure of Sauer's theory

to gain universal- acceptance w'ithin the parent discipline" Firstlyr

sauerrs concelf, of landscape creation was closely related to the

relativel-y limited crcncept of culture that was ¡npular in anthropology

durirg the first half of Lhe twentieth centurry. At Berkeleyr close

intellectuaL ties hrere forned between Sauer and ttre cultural

anthropologistr Alfred Kroeber during the 1920's (;ames and Martinr

l-9811327)" Ttre èterministic superorganic concept of cul-ture $ras a

characteristic of Sauer's thinking.

intellectual borrowing from an outside discipline Íìay have initialJ-y

isolated the landscape school frqn the popular vi*¡ of environmental-

determinism held W nost geographers in the 1920's" According to

Lowenthal (1961,245)¿ Rgr theories that do not fit in r¡ell with

estabLished views were resisted"

A second factor to explain the landscape school's lack of general

acceptance in the broader discipline of hunnn geography involves the

unclear nature of the termr 'landscape' itself. Itre Gernnn concept of

'l-andschaftr coul-d refer to both a distincL aræ or the general

appeararìce of the land (Smith, 1989r 1O7) " Geographers \.¡ere also

confusd as to the distincticn betrveer¡ landscape ard region"

Thereforer a Ìogical foundation for geographic inguiry coul-d not be

provided by a concept which had not as yet been either cl-earLy defined

or consensually understood"

It is possible that the



A third factor involved the impetus of dominant individuals within

the discipJ-ine" As previously discussedr cêrtain leading figures

tended to infLuence the general acceptance of new concepts" Sauer's

statenent can h considered in part to b a critical reaction to the

environmental determínist thesis. New viewsr such as the landscape

shcool, often ernerge as a result of criticisn of previous views. For

example, huranistic and radical approaches were partially born out of

dissatisfacticr¡ with positivism"

influential geographer vño was particularly eitical of Sauer's

landsca¡æ concept. Accordirg to Smith (l-989r108), Hartshorne \ìras

res¡:onsible for thre'assassination'of landscape because of its

inherent arnbiguity as a term. This unfortunately influentiaL viewpoint

ignored the potential richness of the concept þr focussing prirnarily on

definitional problems. The landscape concept has great potential to

link the concepts of s[Þce and cr:].ture" However, from the 1920rs to

well beyond tL¡e mid-twentieth centuryr this potent,ial !üa,s widely

rejected because it r.¡as the linking of culture and place that had led

to social iLls¡ such as racismr pronxcted by environmental determinism"
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Hartshorre \,iras an extrenrely

TI're last and nost important factor explaíning the landscape

conceptrs failure to gain universal- acceptance vJas that it becane

increasi-ngly apparent to geographersr as tinre progressed, that Sauer's

theory neglected to explain the impact nnde W synbolic processes on

landscape evolution" A prinary focus of the landscape school was the

physical¡ material forrns of culture" This incomplete explanation of
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the cultural landscape ôrew increasing siticism" Behaviourr the

active ingredient in landscape creationr is in part nolded by dynamic

factorsr such as perceptions¡ attitudesr goals, beliefs and

institutionsr none of whid¡ are easily rendered visible and neasurable.

These q¿mbolic as¡:ects of cultural behaviour are integral factors wtrich

influence the !¡ays humans create, usêr and perceive landsca¡:es" The

landscape schoolrs crnission of ttre symbolic helps to explain the

limited popularity of the theory outside of the relatively isolated

subdiscipline of cuLtural geography"

Howeverr it, is believed that Sauerrs theory is valuable by

identifyíng culture and landscape as c-onstituting a valid and useful-

set of subject natter in hunnr¡ geography" This aspect of his work

needs to be brilt, cr.l and nade fiÞre central to thre discipline"

Difficulties in providirg clear ard connxcnly accepted definitions stilL

im@e progress" Ttris issue \,¡i11 be addressed in rnore detail in the

foj-lowing Chapter"

In spite of the ¡ntential focus that culture and landscape can

provide to hr¡nan geographyr this subject netter is still too vast and

varied" By themseLves, these concepts have failed to integrate the

plethora of diverse interests that have persisted in the discipJ.ine.

fn order to achieve the potential cohesion that the culture-landscape

thene offersr an even yet incre general framev¡ork is blieved to be

reguired,



Durirq the course of the 19BO's a need for disciplinary integration

has beconre increasingly acknowledged þr geographers and professionals

of other social sciences" The identity crisis is not indigenous to

geographyr but is sinply mcre pronounced in it due to the particularly

unclear nature of subject nratter" An epistonrclogical crisis exists

within and betr+een the various social sciences because of the related

nature of their subject netters wilhín the rigid systern of disciplinary

separation in universities" It has become increasingly recognized that

knowledge transcends artifícialIy imposed disciplinary boundaries.

This realization c.onstitutes part of the recent trend of

post-nxcdernisrn, of which current social theory is a useful example"

Sæial ßreü1r axd Diæípliræry IntqrratiøT

Before evaluating the usefulness of social theory i,lr a ruirnn

geographic contextr an examination of its origins ard ímplications is

reguired" rt is beyond the scope and ability of this thesis to
accomplish thj.s task in great detail" The sources used in the

following discussion of social theory's developxnent are specifically

selected only to proviè a very basic representation of the nature and

useful-ness of the theory" They are not intended to be exhaustively

re¡:esentative, but rathen are used to clarify the basic rneaning,

purpose and potential application of the c-oncept.
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A clear definition of sociaL theory is difficult to elucidate. It

is one of those nebulous¿ t¡nbrella terms v/nich includes an eclectic
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array of concepts ain¡ed at the understandingr explanation and dranging

of society. rn a great deal of literaturer such as Èhat by cohen

(1968), Goode (1973), Szacki (1979) and Giddens (L982,I984,I987) ,

social theoryr as a termr is implicitlyr not specificaltyr defined by

its application" rt could be argued in general that 'sociar theory is

what sociologists do' a quip r¿hich contains the saÍe questionable

level of specificity a,s 'geography is what geographers &'" Founding

fathers of the social sciencesr such as Marx, Comte arul Spencer could

be considered social threorists¡ ôs their fundanental airns \.¡ere to

understand and exprain social- processes" An example of social theory

in application is attempting to answer questions such as:

rWhy does an industrialized society have a

professionalizing trend?'

To answer this¿ other questions nust first be askedr such

In regards to the origins of the term, Szacki (1979,5) argued that

theory regarding society was born in Greece, where a peffìanent state of

social crisis existed" However, the constructíon of nxcdern sociaj_

theory @an to intesify when factors such as industrialization¡

cross-cultural- contacts¿ social niobiJ-ity ard differentíaticn and

instability of religious beliefs and political systems occurred in the

I Hor.¡ do societies view and evaluate socio-

cultural- factors such as goals¿ constraintsr

institutions and power?' (Goode, 1973,346)"
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eighteenth and nineteenth crenturies" In shortr social theory t¡as

historically been inspired and created by social change.

the puq)oses of social theory, according to Cohen (19681 236) , are

to explain, or suggest ways of explaining the characteristics of social

¡*tenornenar to provide analytical nethods for studying conplex social

processes and to aid in the construction of mcdels to explain social

structures and systenrs" ltre nature of this type of theory is rpt

necessarily purely rscientific' as defined by positivism, but

explanatory on a l-evel of generalized tnderstanding"

It is this meso-level of theory v¡hich is deenred þl this thesis to

be a¡propriate for human geography" social tfreory cannot always

provi& the rêans for testirg hlpotheses ard forrm-rlatirg laws.

Howeverr it is fundanentally r:sefuI in pnoviding a generalized

explanation of phenomena that can lead to a frane in r¿hich various

studies can be placed in a neaningful and organized context. Szacki

(1979'478) concurred that not only hu¡nan geography, but sociology and

anthropology as r+ell-, [þssess the fundanenta]. weakness of the inability

to integrate various conceptual orientations within a coÍwlcn, single

franework" Htnran geography is by no rêans aLone in the need for the

integrative function of theory.

The term, 'sociaL theory' is n'ost often r:sed interchangeably with

the term 'sociological theory'. Unlike many sociologistsr however¡

Giddens distinguishes btween the two terms. He blieves that social,
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as cpposed to sociological, t-heory spans all the social sciences. "rt
lsocial theory] is a body of theory shared in cc{rrrÐn by arl the

disciplines concerned with the behaviour of hunan beings" (Giddens,

198215)" The prinary task of social theory is to provide concepts

regarding the nature of htrrnn social activityr which stcompasses the

subject matters of every social- science"

Another useful distinction made by Giddens is irr regards to the

appropriate level of theory in the socialr as opposed to the naturalr

sciences" Social theory is not positivistic because hunnnsr as social

agentsr are knowledgeable ard capable of incorporating theory within

their actions (ciddens, 1982,15)" Äs discussedr positivism tends to

separate arrd eLevate itself in a pretext of invulnerable objecËivity.

Social theoryr ør the other hand, cannot yield scientific laws because

in the social sciences, laws hold true only in specific conditions

which are historically contingent" rn this crcntext¡ thereforer theory

is explanation¡ that is, it ans\ì/ers the guestions 'how?' and 'wtry?'¡

but not the fornn¡Iation of laws"

Giddenrs prinary contribution to social theory and its important

implications for hunan geography is his theory of structuration" A

conceptual division is made between hu¡nans and society in structuration

theory in order to reflecL rn¡hat is referred to as "the duarity of

structure" (Giddensr l.g}Atxxi)" Ttre structure of social i¡stitutions

that exist depends on the reproduction of social behaviour through both

time and space" rstructure' refers to the ruLes and resources implied
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by social reproduction" ltre 'duality' of structure irnplies thrat

underJ-yirg social structures are both the nedir¡n and the outcone.

Structuration is different frorn structural sociology in that structures

not only form constraints¿ but also enable behaviour" (ciddens,

L9B7 t169) "

Subject natter overlap is a najor characteristic of structuration

theory" Giddenrs contribution towards elucidatir¡g the vafue of this is
worth noting.

"Spatia1 patterns are as important to social
theory as are temporal"""sociology can learn
frorn geography about the importance of
regionalization and associated technigues of
studying itr a sense of place and the fact
that social practices take pLace in certain
locales" (ciddensr 1984,366).

On the other handr geography can learn frorn sociology that without

social practices, qÞce lacks neaning" As discussedr a distinct

science r¿ith spacer aloner as a subject rnatter is unrealistic.

Liker¿iser a sociology without spatial considerations is inconplete. An

important argunent presented by Giddens' (1984) The Constitution of

Society is that q)ace not only mediatesr crcnstrains and enables social

behaviourr but actively constitutes it (albasr 199Or p,ersonal

connn-:nication ) .

The key point to b n'ade is that no valid social_ science can exist
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without consideration of hunun behaviour in both a tinre and a space

context" This staterent, strongly indicates that the nature of the

various social sciences' subject n¡atters is necessarily overlapping"

The nx¡st valuable aspect of social theory r¿hicl¡ applies to hurnan

geography is the integration of tkre fundamentat subject natters of

tiner space and society"

There ârêr however, some problems associated r.¡ith the application

of sociaL theory to hu¡nan geography" social theory is currently at a

stage of develo¡xnent which is to rnany geographers too newr crcnfusing or

of unproven, long-term vaLue" Laden with post-nxrdernist neologisrns and

excessive esoteric jargon, nn:ch literature frorn social theory can be

difficult, to understard ard conn¡unicate to others. Much of the

underlying intellectual inspiration of current social theory is

criticalr radical or Marxist in origin" It can be argued that a

significant pro¡rcrtion of work being conducted that is terrned 'social-

theory' is, in realityr socialist theory - the principal goal being

social reform and change, as opposed to discíplinary integration. If
the underlying rationale of sonê sociar theory is the expulsion of a

particular political point of viewr one might question the priority of

the authors" In other v¡ordsr it is believed that in the social

sciences, or any intellectual p:rsuit for that natter¿ the advancement

of knowledge should be the ultinnte goal" Howeverr it is also

acknowledged that not only social theoretical¿ but other social science

literature periodicalÌy disguise intellectual- pursuits with political
propaganda"
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Another inportant critícism of social theory is that it tends to

neglect arì incLusion of the concept of culture" It is believed that,

part of the reason for this urfortunate state of affairs is the very

natur:e of disciplinary divisicn ard specialization"

sociologistr society is a sufficiently broad and all-inclusive concept"

Similarlyr to the anthropologist, the culture concept tends to overlook

any need for ønphasis on the concept of society" Ãrtificial division

ard subseguent separate deveLo¡xnent of disciplines help to explain the

ernphasis given to singular concepts þz various fields of inguiry. In

the next Chapterr it is argued that for hunnn geography, both the

concept of culture and society are Ímportant to include in nreaningful

explanations"

geographical contextr the two croncepts are similar and capable of being

combined"

Regardless of these eitical observationsr an eclecticr

interdisciplinary a¡¡proach is advocated as the only presently viable

It will furthæ be argued that jr¡ a specific

arnel-ioration of geography's identity problem,

contradiction of attemptirg to extract the distinc[ by delving in

integration renders tkre total solution to the problem npst difficult.

Howeverr all the social sciences suffer frorn the saÍ€ conundrum" In

order to advance Jmowledge in the social sciences, it r¡ould appear that

artificial- disciplinary boundaries need to be broken dorvn. This is as

true for sociology and anthropology a.s it is for huran geography"

Social theoryr without political overtonesr is potentially capable of

accomplishing this goal and is therefore of vaLue to pursue further.

Tro the

Ttre apparent



As has been shor+n, hr¡¡an geography has Þer¡ unable to clearly

identify its cem distinctive subject ratterr wtrich has given rise to
problers in theory construction. It has bee¡r established that human

geography is a necessarily eclectic discipline" Since theory nn:st be

predicated on subject nntterr it follows logically that theory in hr:nnn

geography nn:st aLso be eclectically fornn:lated"

Ssmrnfy Reqrnrks

If there exists a distinctly geographical set of phenonena at the

discipline's center of interestr it is comprised ofr b:t exceeds, the

concepts of culËure ard landscape.

trans-disciplinary concept and space nn.rst also be recognized as an

important factor in other disciplines" Landscape is perhaps the only

single aspect of hunan geography that is not a prirnary focus of any

othen social- science" However, even the landscape concepL, is

insufficient to stand on its øm as difficulties in definitions and

general agreenent are pervasive. Not only cultural factorsr but social-

processes are reflected W landscape creation and change. Because of

the problens discussed in the previor:s Sectionr social- Èheoryr aLone¿

al-so falls skrort of the abiJ-ity to rÞre accurately identify an

appropriate subject matter for hunnn geography"
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Culturer alone, i.s a

The next Orapter argues that the concepts of culture ard societyr

as they relate to landsca¡re evol-ution, comprise the nrost viable subject

n:atter for ht¡rnn geography" Ttre prescribed approach is related to the
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integratíon advocated by social theoryr sr¿nthesizing thre zubject

netters aff theories of various social- sciences" It is believed that

progressively less sharply defined boundaries between disciplines are

required in order to advance knowledge i¡ hunnn geography and to give

the discipline the coherence it, needs to obtain this uttimate objective"
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Due to the vast diversiÈy of subject ¡re.tterr the discipline of

hurnan geography requires an integrating and organízíng framework at the

meso-level of theory discussed in the previor:s Chapter" It has been

established thatr in order Èo construct a conceptual franev¡ork that is

capa.ble of achieving the clarification and organization the discipline

needs, a distinct set of subject natter nn:st first be delimited" lhe

primary airns of this Chapter are to suggest a nx¡re definitive subject

matter for hu¡nan geography and to use it to help construct a conceptual

framework whidr incorporatas the ideas presented by the nxcdels in the

previous drapters" A nÞre general gæ1 of ameliorating the problems

caused by divergent interests v¡ithin ûìe presently balkanized

discipline is also sought" It is believedr in effectr that once a

subject matter is delimited and a conceptual franework whictr provides

clarification and organization is cpnstructedr disciplinary cohesion,

greater understanding of centraÌ concerrrs arrd better explanations can

ul-tinrately be achieved"

Introdrctory Rpqrpr}cs
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In this Chapterr culturer society a¡rd landscape are viewed as the

nx¡st suitable phenomena to comprise a more succinct subject rnatter than

currently exists in hurnan geography. lüot only cultural- and sociaL

geography, but other sub--disciplines of hunnn geograpÈry can achieve the

above goals from narrower definitions and application of these terms

withi¡ an organized framework" MucLr ÍÌcre specific definitions of

culturer society and landscape are offered. Howeverr a nore general
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framework which incorporates the concepts irrplied bV the definition of

the terrns is reguired" Narrower definitions of the terms are not

tantanount to elucidating a mcre a¡propriate subject rnatter for human

geography because ths¡ are not inseparable frorn the factors that

precipitate them" Cr:l-tural and social processes and behaviour and tinre

are important factors to consider in order to understand and explain

landsca¡:e evolution. In other words¡ it is the entire framework

itself¡ rather than the constituent partsr that forms an appropriate

basis for inguiry in the discipline"

In the previous úrapter's discussion of current social theoryr it

was argued that social structures (rules and resources) interact v¿ith

space to create landscapes. This socio-s¡ntial vier+ is further argued

in this Chapter to be conceptually similar to the cuLÈure-landscape

view in a hurnn geographicaf context" It is aì.so postulated that these

tvp approachas are related due to the intrinsic similarity of the

concepts that c.onstitute them" In hurnan geographyr society can be a

closely pa.ralled concept to culturer once the terrns are fiìore narrowly

and consistently defined and operationalized" Both sets of subject

nntter can aid in the explanation of landscape evolution and êrêr

thereforer potentiaÌly useful to combine in a single conceptual

framework" The next Section indicates a procedure by which the above

tasks can be accomplished and the assertions regarding them

justified"



fn order to demonstrate the validity of the above statements ard to

construct a conceptual- framework based cn themr narrower and nÞre

succinct definitions of the central terns of cuLturer society and

landscape are first reguired" Qre of the prinÞry reasons these

phenomena have failed to constitute a central- focus of interest in

human geography is ttre pnoblem of overly general and disparate

definitions of them within and betrveen related disciplines" Selected

definitions that currently exist of culturer society and landscape are

discussed in necessan/ conjunction with the historical development of

the concepts involving these phenonena. Salient aspects of the culture

and society concepts are then conbined arrd a revised definitior¡ is

constructed and operationalized" Certain distinctions v¿trich have been

nnde betweer¡ the terns are also discussed ard evaLuated" The aim of

this procedure is to illustrate the r:sefulness of and to lay a

foundation for the redefinition of the central terns in order to

construcÈ a conceptuaL franrework lÈrich helps to explain landscape

evolution"

ß'e@nsdMwæ
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The proposed conceptual framework attempts to integrate cultural

and social- explanations of landscape. As was discussed in the previous

Chapter¡ sociology and social theory are capable of working towards the

integration of the concepts of space ard society as they pertain to

landscape evol-ution" However/ it r¿as noted that social theory tends to

neglect the incLusion of cul-tural varia-bles in explanations of social

structures in space and tine. Ttris Chapter attempts to integrate tkre
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socio-spatial and ctrlture-landscape Lhen¡es in order to construct a

revised sociocultural-landscape f ranrel¡ork.

Orce the key ternrs are narrowed in scop€, then conrparedr cornbined

and redefined in a hunnn geographical contextr an organizational fran¡e

can be crcnstructed that is nore capable of clarifying and solidifying

the appropriate donain of inguiry in the discipline" Examples of the

potential application of this framework in various subdisciplines of

hunnn geography are offered in order to substantiate its feasibility"

The greater cohesion that can result from the franev¡ork can then set

the stage for theoretical progress in the discipline" Once the subject

netter is mcre clearly delimited, theory construction will be

facilitated. Thle dísciplire can then have a clearer picture of

fundamental objectives within a generalr unifying frane"

Before evaluating and coirparing sc*r€ of the presently exist,ing

definitions of these termsr a preliminary discussion of some of the

probì-enrs regarding them is reguired" Culture¡ society and landscape

are terns which contain inherent difficulty in definition andr thusr

application" They are very broadr ìrrprecise and ambiguous terms and

have not yielded universally acceptd meanings either in everyday

language or within or betvreen the various disciplines that aptoy them"

Cultr-æ¡ Societ'¡r ancl t^andscap -
kobløns Involvirq the Usage

of, tt¡e TeLæ
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People use these terms freely and with ccnviction â.q to their

meaning in everyday language" For exampler it is conn¡cnly acceptable

to say rThat person is a patron of culturerr rA responsible citizen

nust, contribute to society' or rWhat an attractir¡e landscape! |

Although these expressions are easily r¡rderstood by nrrst peopler if
they were individually asked to define the central terrns in guestionr ê

plethora of different responses r*ou1d probably be offered" To son€r

culture refers to the artsr as in theatrer nmsic and painting" To

others¡ a person is tcul-turedt if he or she is r+idely educated or

sophist,icated" Sone J.aymen would eguate cuLture with nationatity or

ethnicity. One might attempt to explain aspects of another's behaviour

by statirg 'Tt's their culture'" Ânother connonly occurring

interpretation of culture is connoted bV political and historical

nx¡vements" A specific cultural identity sought by Basque se¡nratists

and a 'distinct society¡ r+hich was sought to be recognized for French

Canadians in the Meech take Accord reflect a meaning of culture which

is politically, historically and geographically based"

It is evident that culture can mean all of and rnore than the above

ínterpretations" Ttre termsr society and landscape also contain a broad

and general variety of rneanings" Tb many peopler society simply

inplies the real-m of conrnonly accepted rules and behaviour of the

najority" Society can also refer lo an elite or private groupr club or

governing organization, such as the Law Society" Tl're term is so vague

that sore peopler if put to the taskr would be unable to offer a

succinct definition of society at all"
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Landscape is a term which lacks precision and consensus as to its
meaning, although to a somewhat lesser degree than the ternrsr culture

and society" Tro nany peopler landscape denotes a typically rural¡

inlard setting (as opposed to seascape) that attracts artists to paint

it,. Characteristics of this connnonly used neaning of the term r,muld

incl-ude rollirg plains, treesr lakes ard at,tractive horizons.

'Landscaping' is often eguated with the aesthetic Arooming of land or

decorating of propertyr such as the attractive complementation of

gardensr statues and drive!¡ays.

The above discussion reflects some of the laynan's usage of the

terms in question" Hor¿everr even in the more objective scientific

disciplinesr differences in their definition and application are

inherent and pervasive" The terns culture ard society especially

suffer from imprecision and l-ack of consensus both wilhin and betv¡een

disciplines" This is one of the nnin reasons why extensive difficulty

has occurred ín the use of the terns as exclusively central foci of

interest in the social sciences" For example¿ in the field of

anthropologyr a vast array of disparate interests urder the broad

subject of people and culture is typicaL" The consensuaf definition of

cul-ture has been problenntic in the anthropotogical discipliner wlrich

cl-airns a central interest in this vague concept"

Similarì-y in sociologyr ân interest is pr:rsued in an enorrnous

variety of phenomena¿ süch as workplace ard al-ienation, class

stratification, crime in the inner city and the politics of sexuality"
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TL¡ese often wtrelated Lypes of topics, ðJrpng rrnny othersr fall under

the general rubric of 'society', but fail to yield an easily understod

definition of this central term"

fn regards to the term, rlandscape'¡ the landscape architect t fot

example, adheres to a completeJ.y different conception of the term than

does the geographer" In culturaL geography, landsca¡re r-rsually refers

to the impact and imprint of hunnn activity on the natural environnenti

r.¡hereas the landscape architect thinks of Landscape in a nÞre specificr

decorative IIEìnner" As discussed in the previous Chapterr even within

the sub-discipline of cultural geographyr confusion between the terrns¡

landscape and region has created problems" As is the case with the

disciplines of anthropology and sociology, if a central concept

(landsca¡:er as opposed to sulture or society) constitutes the core of

inquiry in hurnan geography, the plethora of divergent interests has

certainly not convincingly and consensually defined iL"

Difficulty involving the terms has also occurred on a

rnethodological level-" Culture¡ for exanpler is a problenntic subject

nntter because of the i¡trinsic r:nsuitability to various kinds of

scientific research methods" In the positivistic approachr the stuQr

of cul-ture is pa.rticularly difficult" In terms of their traitsr

cultures are vell¡ often quite different frcrn one another" Unigtæ cases

render predictions difficulL and the forrm:lation of l-aws virtually

impossible" Oi the other hand¡ not all cultural traits are different

between giroups. Shared traits, such as language¡ are obviousty
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characteristics of all cultures" Different cultures can share the sane

language and use the sane resourcesr especially in an age of increasing

technological diffusion and conrnunication" Ttrese factors render an

ideographic approachr which focusses on unique cêsêsr increasingly

difficult.

Howeverr the single gneatest problem regarding the definition¡

application ard methods of studyirg cul-turer society and landsca¡:e is

the overly general nature and interpretation of their rneanings" This

problen has contributed greaLly to the failure of related discipJ.ines

to integrate diverse research directions within a coû1fiÌcn, unifying

framer¡ork. culLurer society ard landscape have al-so failed to

precipitate disciplinary cohesion due to the segregating trend caused

by the artificially imposed divisions between related disciplines. the

anbiguous cuLture concept ís ernpJ-oyed by anthropology in part to

justify the fieLd's existence as a discipline and to differentiate it

from others" Sociology has a-Lso promoted this tendenry with the

egualJ-y imprecise concept of society"

It is believed that disciplinary integration is both a najor

requirement and consequence of the use of these terms as primary foci

of interest," If it can be denonstrated that culture and society and

sociaL behavíour are rel-ated phenomena, it would effectively weaken the

boundaries between the disciplines that study them" A sound basis for

disciplinary integration would be strengthened by promotirg the

central-ity of nore narror+ly redefined concepts of culture and society"
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For hunran geography, in wtrich it, is argued that culture ar¡d society

play a similarr nn:tually conrplementar1l role in the creatior¡ of and

interaction with landscaper discipì-inary integration is both applicable

ard appropriate because the central concepts êrê¡ by their naturer

interdisciplinary"

It is necessary to offer succinct and cperational definitions of

the ternrs before a conceptual framework ca¡r be constructed" This task

is attempted via a qmthesis of basic similarities that exist between

various definitions of the terns in the context of their historical

deveJ.opxnent" (rigure 4"I il-lustrates the progression of ideas and

conceptual focii of the terrnsr culture ard societyr based on the

following discussion. ) ltrcweverr it is believed that ÍÞre than a

synthesis is reguired" Universally accepted definitions of cul-turer

society and landscape have been nrrst elusive throughout the history of

the social sciences" The aim of this Section is to more precisely

narrolár the pararneters of overly general definitions in a geographical

context. Once tf€ sal-ient aspects of the terns are identifiedr

nârrol./êrr reconstructed èf initions are of fered. The argunent will

then be drav¡n that in the context of landscaper the similar concepts of

culture and society can be conbined in a single conceptual framework"

ûrlttree Sæi.eËyr ard lardscape:

Historical Develo¡xrent ard Þfinitiørs
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The culture concept has had an enorftcus influence in the social

sciences. It can be regarded as their very foundationr being as

fundanrentally important to historyr anthropologyr politicsr economics,

psychology, sociology and geography as gravity is to physics (Langnessr

L974t2) " Culture transcends esoteric acadernic interests and is a nnjor

basis for education in understanding the hunnn-land reì-ationship. Ttre

idea of culture is a way of r¡nderstanding hunan variation - a tool for

the study of hu¡nan nature. Langness (Ig74,I54) recognized the lack of

a conrnonly accepted definition of culturer -but noted that the most

important criteria are shared behaviour and ideas that are cum:l-ative¡

systernatic and transmitted frcrn generation to generation

extragenetically"

Culture

The culture concept has had a long and interesting historyr dating

back at least to the Greek civilization. In the fourteenth centurlzr

4.D", the Arab historian, Ibn Khaldunr r,ras guoted as referring to the

concept of cul-ture to "explain nan's superiority of intellect from

other aninals" (Langness t I974tI). Towards the end of the nineteenth

centuryr the French school- of geography viewed culture as 'genre de

vie', or total way of life. This view, similar to nrany that followed

and preceded it, refl-ected a very general¡ all-inclusive interpretaLion

of the concept"

ro2

Perhaps the nost farnous definition of culture tised in the social
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sciences \^/as näde in 1871 by E"B" \z1orr when he stated that curture

\{a.s "that complex whole whicl'¡ incl-udes knowledge¡ b¡eLiefsr artsr

morals, lavsr customs and any other capabilities and habits acquired by

man as a member of society" (ffieodorson and Theodorson, 1969,95). This

extremely generalr pluralistic and relativistic conception of cul_ture

\,iras nnintained in American ethnographic anthropology by Boas and

Malinowski rp until the mid-twentieth century (Singer, 1968,527) " Ttris

interpretation drew criticisn and was challenged by the growirg social

anthropological school of Radcliffe-Brown in Ergland¡ where the focus

\{as on sociaL structures as opposed to the cultural patterns emphasized

by ethnographic anthropology. In cultural pattern theoryr nraterialr

visible forns of culturer sudr as artifacts, hlere of primary

importance; whereas in the structuraì. approach¡ nore symbolic factors¿

such as nxcrals and institutionsr r.¡ere emphasized" In social_

anthropology, cul-ture was seen â.s a symboLically assimilated social

procêssr rvhereas in culturaÌ anthropologyr of which Kroeber \^¡as a

representativer cuLture \.¡as viewed as a self-creating entity unto

itself"

There lrere ÍEny parallels between these two &minant approaches"

Both pattern and structural theories of cul-ture attenpted to arrive at

a general holism¡ c-overing al-] aspects of cuLture and society.

Basicallyr they both tried to explain the sane phenor€ooor but focussed

on different factors" G're nain difference between them \.ùas the

academic environments of North America and Great Britain" In the

United Statesr the cultural ¡nttern view dominated; a nore social
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structural focus existed in trrg1and" This has also been thre case

within the developnent of hr¡nan geography in the Èwentieth centu4zr

which fur[her exemplifies the related processes of &velopnent betv¡een

disciplines"

Itl,ore recent èfinitions of cr:lture stem from the bhavioural

approach, which has attempted to unify the ethnographic ard structural

thenes. Culturer iJr this ne\der approach, $¡as defined i¡ terms of

Learned behaviour" Hor¿ever¿ behavioural learning theories have been

unsuccessful in accounting for the specific types of learning

associated with important features of culturer such ¿¡s language and

kinship systerns" Social anthropologists¡ such as Geertzr v¡hro were

influenced by sociologistsr sudr as Durkheim and Parsonsr have

attenpted to slmthesize aspects of pattern and structural theories

(Singer, 19681530)" Conceptions of culture based on cognition have

shown sor€ promise through the investigation of cross-cultural

contacts.

productivity by their excessive generality a,s any of the previous

theories. As yet, no one has been able to fonm:Iate a universally

accepted definition of the extrenrely complex concept of hunan culture"

Society

Behavioural theories of cul-ture are a,s limited in

As is thre case with the cuLture concept

concept of society has also been fornn¡lated in a

discipline of sociology" One popular èfinition
of the Social Sciences is "an independent or

in anthropologyr tkre

variety of ways in the

from the Encyclopedia

self-sufficient group
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characterized bv distinctive internal organization¡ culturer

territoriality ard sexual recruitnent,". Theodorsør and Theodorson

(1969,398) define a society as a group of pople with an at least

sonewhat distincL culture r¡ho ocsupy a particular territorial ârêâr

have a feeling of uniqueness and regard thsnselves âs a distinguishable

entity, A society can be seen as a special type of group of people

with a comprehensive social systernr including all of the basic social

institutions (familyr lawsr schæLs and governnents) required to neet

basic hunan needs" Sociologistsr such as Parkr r.fio ernphasized a hunan

ecologicaÌ approachr defined society as a level of human organization

based o{-r crcnxm:nication and culture (theodorson and theodorsonr

1969t398).

Historicallyr the concept of society has been ¡ærneated W

ideological inplications" The concepE, has changed ard adapted a,s

society itself has transforned. According to l"larx, socieLy exists in

thre concrete relatiorrs between social groups (Mayhewr 19681580)"

Conflict theory states that hunrans are organisnus that cornpete with or¡e

another for resources. This theory mirors an economic orientaticn to

the expJ-anation of society. In the utilitarian view, each person uses

his or her reasonirg ability to acconplish individualistic Aoa1s,

refì.ecting the liberal thinking of the Frlightenment" Organismic

conceptions of Comte ard Durkheim consider society as an entity unto

itself rvtrich is self-created¿ self-sustained and self-perptuated"

More contem¡rcrary vier*s inclu& systens ard psychological
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appræches" In social psychologyr the synbolic interactionist approach

of Cooley and ivlead regard society as a symbolically regulated process"

Hurnans acquire a 'social ¡:ersonality' wt¡en they conrm:nicate

s1znbolically" As people adopt others' perspectives of thenr.selvesr they

redefine their c¡v¡n self-conceptions and behave in wt¡at they perceive to

be appropriate \,rays" As is the case with cul-turer the concept of

society has changed over tine along with the transitional character of

both nnnkindrs ecological horizons ar¡d the varior:s disciplines that

study it"

The termr landscape, is vague and ambiguous, although cornparatively

narrower and rnrre &finitive than the termsr culture and society" It¡e

historical roots of the concept in geography can be traced back to at

least Richthofenr r^¡t¡o sras prinnrily crcncerned with areal

differentiationr or chorology (regionalism) " Hettner had stressed that

regional features reflect basic ¡ratterns of the physical earth"

Schlüter, orì the other hand¡ focussed on the interrelationship of those

features vtrich gave regions a distinctive appearance" Eçloying an

historica-L approach v¡hich explicitly recognized that processes occur

through time as v¿ell ês spâcêr Schlüter advocated the centrality of a

landscape conceptr partially defining it as "things on the surface of

the earth" (,lanres and lvlartin¿ l981r I77) " He identified a physical

landscape¡ tlrlandschafË ard traced the sequence of changes that

resulted in a landscape created by human cuLture¡ KuJ-Ëlrl-a¡dsc*nf,t,.

Landscape
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Carl Sauer r.¡as evidently significantly i¡fluenced by Schlüter's

ideas. In The itlorphologv of Landscape (I925t46)¡ he stated that "the

cultural landscape is fashioned frcn¡ a natural landscape þz a culture

group"" As previously referrd tor Sauer hd defined the term

j-andscape as &noting the unit concept of geography, characterizing the

peculiar geographic association of facts. Although they atterpted to

describe the same ¡*renonenan, Sauer and Schlüter offered vague and

different definitions of landscape" Basicallyr howeverr they both

spoke of the term a.s referring to ¡nrLicular types of regions that

could be visually distinguished frorn one another" The focus of this

interpretation of landsca¡:e was cE'Ì the rmterialr visible fornrs of

culture ard has had a long-reachirq influence in Anerican cul-tural

geogrraphy"

Other geographers have argued for a mcre sinrbolically oriented

interpretation of the landscape concept (tuan, 1977¡ Cosgrover I9B4;

Nortonr 1989b)" From a symbolic view¡rcintr landscapes are not nerely

what thqf visually appear to be., but, have different æanirgs to

different individuals i¡ various culture groups" îlan (1977 tIBs)

believed that in sone cul-turesr the present exprience that people have

of a place is bound in the recorded features of the landscape. In

other wordsr the present experience of a cuLture is inextricably linked

to an historically and syinbolically preserved record that is landscape"

For exampler in Australian Aboriginal culturer in which an individual

o\,Jns a cave or a nr¡untain¡ a deed of an ancestor or culture hero is

remembered in close association vith those parLicular features of the
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In other culturesr different values and beliefs qreate a synbolic

vier+ of the past as a burden" rygmies of the Congo rainforest have a

relatively weakly èveloped sense of time and tend to live exclusively

in the present (Tuan, 1977 'IB9). Due to the harshr unchanging nature

of the rainforest's environnentr few cultural artifacts.f which are

symboì.ically ladenr are transmitted frcrn generation to generation due

to their vuLnerability to rapid disintegration.

In Euro¡:er stone has historically dominated as the nxrst conn'rxrnly

used b:ilding naterial; whereas in Grinar v¡ood has been used m)re"

Even though tr€ Chinese civilization is the rþre ancient of the twor

their J-andscapes reflect fewer visibler ancient naterial structures

than the West¿ as stone far outlives wood. Thereforer tle European

landscapes are rÞre naterially based than are the Chinese (Îuan,

I977t191)" luan concluded these interesting conjectures by pointing

out that abstract space lacks significance until it becones a place

imbued with the nreanirg given to it þz cultural factors¿ which are both

naterially and syntælicalì.y constituted.
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Cosgrove (1984,1) argued that landscape is 'a way of seeing' that

has its cnJn historyr b:t, can ølly be understood as part of a r+ider

history of society ard economics" He advocated thatr in order to

understand landscaper a specific hurnan - land approach is reguired that

explicitly recognizes the relationship between society and 1and. For
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example, the social transition from feudalism to capitalismr as nr¡des

of productionr contributed to the creation of different landscapes" As

Europeans achieved dominance over the r^¡orld econorny, clranging social

rei.ations betr^reen individuals and groups manifested themselves in the

emergence of new landscapes"

The term¿ landscaper is difficult to define because it is in sone

liays rm:ch more and in other lJays rm:ch less than a type of ârêâ¡ or

region" Cosgrove (1984113) proposed an interesting and quite useful

definition of landscape as a part of an ârêâr or region¡ that ís

representative of an actually undivided whoLe" Included in Cosgrovers

definition is the subsequent hunnn mediation of the experienced world -
a \.ray of seeing "

Great difficulty in articulating and advocating the centrality of

landscape in hunnn geography results frorn the conceptrs inability to

mediate between the subjective and objective and individual and

col-Ìective perceptions.

"Landscapes can b deceptive" Sornetimes a

landscape seeÍrs to be less a setting for the
Lives of its inhabitants than a curtain behind

which struggles achievenents and accidents
take place" For those who¡ with the inhabitants¡
are behind the curtains, landrnarks are no longer
geographical¡ but also biographical and ¡ærsona1".

(Berger, 1976,13)
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Landscape, as it, applies to the definitions discussed in a

geographical context¿ is not the prÍnrary focus of any other discipline

outside of hunan geography. Howeverr it is not strictly confined to

geographical- interests" Norton (1989brl38) stated that 1andscapesr

which possess a naterial and symbolic valuer refl_ect and express both

cuLtural and soqial variables. Because many of the social sciences are

interested in culture and societyr they can therefore benefit from the

study of landscape" CuLtural and sociaL factors interact spatially and

temporally with the environment. Landscape is potentially r:seful by

interlockirg the concepts of space, cuLture ard society (Smithr

1989/1oB)" ß're various disciplines that study cultural and social

processes and behaviour can increase their knowledge through the study

of landscape evolution" culturer society and landscape are rpt

concepts ',¡l'tj.ch can be intellectually mcnopolized by any one discipliner

but they are open to a variety of interpretations. Hov¡everr if given

narrohler ard operationalized definitions of these central conceptsr

they can potentially provide a more definitive focus for the discipline

of hunan geography"

It is argued that these concepts are interrelated andr as is hu¡nan

geography itsel-f, interdisciplinary by their nature" All the social

sciences are interested in understandirg ard explainirg hurnan

behaviourr but focus on different aspects" rf the concepts of culture,

society and Landscape are to prove to be conducive to the attainment of

I@ards a Corceptral Fl'arwrk
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greater r:nderstanding and better explanationsr they reed to be n6@ to

be mcre clearly understood and operationalized themsel-ves. Narrower

and clearer definitions can help v¡ork towards this goal.

In regards to the culture concept¡ the diversity of interests and

lack of a focus that have draracterized the various disciplines that

have attemptd to employ it can partially be attributed to overly

general definitions" Mikesell (1977 t46O) pointed to the fact that the

range of issues examind in cultural geography has been so diverse that

nx¡st cultural geographers have adopted a laissez-faire attitude tol¡ards

the neaning of cuLture. Sauer's general and broadly focussed landscape

school vier.¡ed cuLture in a similar rrnnner to the connronly accepted

pluralistic conception of cul-ture that was characteristic of Anerican

cultural- anthro¡rclogy during the first half of the twentieth c.entury.

NorLon (r984,L47) went a,s far as to assert that overly general

interpretations of culture actively pronrcted the diversity of interests

arxl a lack of a focus in cuLtural geography"

l4any social scientistsr including Vlhrite (I959t227) approached the

culture concept as a means of distinguishirg hurnans' unigue role in

nature" rhis view incl-udes an interpretation of culture as being

comprised of¿ but an abstractiorr from¿ learned behaviour. Culture is

not as general a term as is behaviour, but rather just one factor wtrich

causes it" Because of this fact, culture must be treated in a narrower

rÞnner than behaviour" As it affects behaviour in the cpntext of

landsca¡æ creation, culture is an extremely important factor to be
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considerd in hunan geography" This is not only true in culturalr but

also in other subdisciptines of hurnan geographyr because nx¡st study

some aspect of landscape þ it industrial-r agriculturaJ-¿ rural- or

urban"

Not orìly does culture actively contribute to the creation of

landscape¿ but through symbolic interactionr landscape also affects and

mcdifies culture. l$orton (I984,L47) noted that "culture is both cause

and effect and interacts with the environn€nt"" A clearerr narroh¡er

definition of culture as a factor causing behaviour which creates and

interacts with the landscaS:e helps work towards a framework in r¡hich

hu¡nan geographical studies can be nx¡re neaningfully c.onducted"

The concept of culture further needs to be more narrowly redefined

in hunnn geography a.s a factor causing behaviour that creates and

interacts with landscape ard consists of slnnbolicr extragenetic

cornmunication. Ttris èfínition is similar to a iûore narrowly redefined

concept of society. It is argued that i:r the context of hunnn

geography, the two concepts are related and have nn:ch in connxcn. Eoth

can be seen as referring to specific types of groups of people that are

distinct in some \{ays from other groups" Shared traitsr such as

inst.itutions¡ beliefs¿ vaLuesr goaì-s and behaviouraL constraints are

characteristics of both cultural- and social gtroups. In additionr

cultural- ard social traits are both conrnunicated extragenetically frcxn

generat,ion to generation by nËans of symbolingr of which language is

the most obvious example. Both culture and sociely distinguish hurnans

from other aninaLs and have an eguaì-ly important, roLe in terms of
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Landscape can be èfined a,s the hunran impact and imprint on the

land - a result ard cause of sociocultural processes that create places

out of q)ace in the environnent and imbue them vith neaning" ¡$o other

animal possesses the distinctly hurnan characteristic of landscape.

Although ants and bees ney possess instinctual social- behaviour, it is

genetically transmittd¿ not slzmboì-icalIy learned" These creatures nay

indeed have a su¡:erior intelligence compared to other insectsr b:t they

are obviously incapable of. creatirq distinct and different landscapes

within their cnr¡n species" Unlike hunans., they lack the necessary

cultural ard social- capaciQr for landsca¡æ creation. A 'hunan'

geography without landscape is as neaningless as a ¡ñysical geography

r¿ithout the natural environnent"

Given the significant similarities between the c-onceptsr r.¡trat is

the fundamentaL difference between culture ard society as they pertain

to J-andscape? It is believed that any distinguishable difference is in

the context of academic environnent and the subseguent encouragenent of

separate disciplinary èvelopxnent to conform to the nodern university

system" It is asserted that the concepts of culture ar¡d society have

undergone an artificially induced divergence since the late nineteenth

and throughout the twentieth centuries. Recentlyr howeverr increasing

recognition of the artificial nature of the divisions betrreen

discipl-ines ard the related nature of their subject nntters has given

rise to a irÞre interdisciplinary outlook" this convergent trend can

113
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aid in r,¡orking towards the elucidation of narror¡er and nr¡re functional

definitions of the terrnsr culturer society and landscape.

Neverthelessr llìany professional academics rmintain an erçhasis on

distinguishirg between the terrnsr culture ard society" An interesting

debate between a leading anthropologist, Alfred Kroeber and a leading

sociologistr Talcott Parsons involvirg tl'Ìe tr+o concepts is worth

noting" Kroeber¿ who believed culture hras an entity r:r¡to itself r

partially defined it as a facLor causirg behaviourr while Parsons

defined society as a rnf,re specific reLational syst,em of interaction

between individuals and groups (Kroeber and Parsons¡ 19581283)" An

important analytical distinction for the sake of greater precision was

suggested.

anthropology and sociology have tended to place a supremacy of one of

the two concepts over the other. fþ the anthropologistr society is

seen as nerely one aspect of culture" Converselyr to the sociologistr

alL cultural phenonrena are viewed as derivative outgrowths of social

systems (Kroeber and Parsonsr l958r 2B2) " It can be argued that debates

of this kird accomplish very little" They not only obscure the related

nature of culture and societyr bJt can impede the dvancenent of

knowledge by denyirg the feasibility of a connxcn sociocuÌtural thene"

Ho$rever/ both authors agreed that as disciplines,

Kroeber and Parsons did, howeverr arrive at a truce by having

advocated the eguality of importance of the tr*o ternrs" They

acknowledged that the recognition of the intrinsic interreLationship

between the ternrs could add at least as much to analytical insight as
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Ì{ould the artificial separation of the terms. ft is believed that npre

can be accompÌished by unitirg already related concepts than by

attempting to isolater or segregate them. Ttre separation of the

culture ard socieLy concepts can not be rogically based cn an

empirically distinct set of phenonrena" The tv¡o subject natters have

besl delimited and distinguished to conform within currentJ-y existing

disciplinary boundaries "

House (1981) also attempted to draw a distinction between culture

arrd sociaL structures in terrns of explanation. The nnin difference is

that culturaL explanations see persisting patterns of behaviour a,s

ennnating frcrn shared beliefs and vaLuesr whereas structural

explanations only assert the existence of situat,ional- c-ontingencies

that nxctivate behaviour (House, 1981r 543)" Howeverr structural

explanations still require a consideration of culturally shared beliefs

and values" In cul-turaL explanationsr people learn behaviour from

their parent,s¡ teachers and peers who influence their beliefs and

values" Structural explanations view shared beliefs and values as

conseguences of engaging in behaviour pa.tterns in re.ïþnse to

pre-existing externaL constraints and contingencies.

T\Àto exanples of the explanatory distinction between cul-tural- and

structura-1" approaches were offerd by House (1981, 543-545)" The first

\{as that schools transmit culturally shared beliefs and values from

generation to generation. Schoolsr however¿ can also serve as an

organizational structure to produce a l-abour force for a capital-istic
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society. ït can be argued thatr in this exanple¡ schools are both

culturally and socially created institutions" The distinction is made

only to accord t¿ith different analyEical foci, but the phenomenon being

described is the sane in both approaches"

The second exanple aLso ill-ustrates that the distinction between

cuLturaf ard social explanations is based only on aspects oft rather

than the tnñoler ¡frenomenon" In the c.ontext of povertyr cuLtural

explanatior¡s view the children of the poor â.q recreatirrg their parents'

cultural patterns" Parents only pass on what they know to their

children¡ reflectirg an emphasis on shared beliefs ard values.

Structural explanations enphasize persisting patterns of social

organization" Nev generations resembl-e precedirg ones only because

they confront the same structural conditions. A.s chil-drenr people nay

share the safiê beliefs ard vaLuesr but as adultsr they beconre

respondents to the structure whichr in this exanple¡ is the lack of

opportunity precipitated by the specific socia.L systen of capitalism"

Again¡ the safi€ phrenonenon - poverty is being described; only the

analyLical emphasis is different"

In sumnâryr then, the anallticaL distinction v¡i-lich has been nade

between cultural and st,ructural approaches is that the forner views

behaviour as enanating from a self-creating and self-perpetuating

entity that, is culture; whereas the l-atter views behaviotr as a

response to persisting social structures" Both forms of explanation

necessarily entail eLements of the other and are complenrentaryr as
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Thre study ofr or priinary focus onr society has tended to emphasize

structural a¡xl to neglect, boü cuLtural ard spatial types of

expranations" rn hunan geography and sociology, the socie-spatial

view, of which Giddens' theory of structuration is an exanq>ler has not

tended to enrphasize cultural aspects¡ but has focussed prínnrily on

social- structures. It is argued that social- structures are persisting

patterns¡ which include values, betiefsr goalsr and institutionsr and

are as culturally as they are socialty constituted. Structuresr or

patterns, are inseSnrately bound to space and time" The prinary focus

of interest in hunnn geography is the interaction of sociocultural

behaviour with q)ace and tiner wt'¡ich æeates places imbued r¿ith

meaning"

It has been argued that culture and society are factors which, in a

similar capacity, influence hr¡nan behaviour. rn hu¡nan geographyr the

specific behaviour of interest is that vfiich results in landscape

eflìergence ard change" culture and socieLy interacL with s[Ece, through

tine, to eeate landscape. Thre tr>rocesses involved with landscape

evoÌution are historicalJ-y rooted¡ presentty embedded ard have future

implications v¡Lrich can sonetimes be generalized or even predicted. Ttre

studlz of sociocultural processqs involved with J-andscape evoLution

comprises a m)re succinct and viable subject natter than currently

exist's in hunnn geography" The narro\ver definition of cuLture-societyr

as a singì-e conceptr or pr@"s influencing behaviour that is

LL7
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Ð/mbolically, as Qposed to geneticallyr connn:nicatedr sustained and

reproduced simpl-ifies ard unifies the disparate and divergent thernes

that presently cronrprise the subject natter of the discipline.

Landscape is nxcre clearly defined and conceptualizedr thereforêr âs

the can¡se ard effæt, of sociocultural interaction r¿ith space over tine.
In other words, space is transforned into Landsca¡:e through tine by

neans of socioculturaL behaviour t ot astioølr vÈ¡ich is itself
transformed by interaction with landscape" This redefined concept of

landscape is useful because it not or¡ly bridges the gaps between the

concepts of space ar.ld societyr but also incorporates cultural and

temporal components"

interaction"

Tfre framework illustrated by Figure 4"2 represents sociocultural

perceive their environ¡rents differently and use and evaLuate their
resources differently frcrn one another. Answers to questions of how

and why sociocultural groups behave as they & help explain how and why

landscapes evolve as they do"

Different sociocultural_ grouÍE behave differentlyr

In the introductory Chapterr it r{as stated that m¡st geographers

are reasonably comfortable in asserting that hurnan geography is a

discipline which is primarily concerned with spatial rel-ationships and

interaction" Howeverr as has been shor¿n throughout this thesisr s[Þce

by itself is not a sufficiently neaningful concept to comprise a center

of int,erest without consideration of the sociocul-turaL processes and
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FIGTIRE 4.2 :

LANDSCAPE

( cause and result )
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CULTURE -
SOCIETY

( processes )

BEHAVIOUR

( action )
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behavioural action by which tLris significance ís created. rt is

acknowLedged that in the proposed framework ilLustrated by Figure 4"2r

space and tinre are not explicitly shown" Although this ney ap¡æar to

be a rather unorthodox omission, it is emphasized that the specifically

redef ined concept of landscape r.rsed in the framework effectively

incorporates these integral dimensions in a geographic context.

Sack (1980,3) nade a usefuL point in regards

between space ard landscape" Nolirg that two

emphasis in hunnn geography have been the hurnan land and spatial

relationships approachesr he drew an interesting parallel between them"

Simply stated¿ space and place are dependent on the interaction betr+een

hunnn and the physical environment. Howeverr even spac€ itsel-f is

eval-uated and used differently by different sociocultural groups at

different tines" rt is the neanirg given to s¡nce by culture-society

that is as nn:ch a central concern to hunnn geography as is space þ
itself"

Society and space undergo an interrelationship simii.ar to that of

culture and landscape. As is the case with cul_turer space also cannot

be understood r¡ithout ccnsideration of society and the social processes

that provide meaning for s[Þce. Dear and wolch (198914) referred to

this synbolically rooted relationshíp as 'the socio-spatial dial-ectic'

each one is dependent øl ard related to the other. More

specificallyr the relationship between hurnan action and s¡nce is that

social- behaviour is constitutedr constrained and nrediated by space. It

to

of

the reLationship

the three najor
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is r¡cv¡ further argued that cultural processes and Þhaviour undergo the

saÍe rdiaLectict with space in terns of J.andscape err€rgence. In other

wordsr Landscapes evolve the uray they & because culÈuralr as r+ell a.s

social, behavior.r is alæ constitutedr constrained ard nediaÈed by

space"

Given the similarity between culture and societyr the socio-spatial

arXJ culture-landscape views can be paralled ard conceptually converged

in a hunan geographic context" rt is evident Lpon viewing tt¡e

discussion of the develoçxnent of the various definitions of culture and

society that an historically pervasive tendenry has occurred for one of

the two terrns to be incorporated within thle other's general nreanirg.

Any distinction nade between them, other than for strictly analyÈ.ical

reasons, has beer¡ extremely vague.

Qrlor ' s ( 1871) def inition of culture included r¡arious

characteristics of man as a nen'ber of æiet¡2" He used the termr

societyr r¡ct as a subservient adjectiver blt as being virtually
slmononÞrxt with culture" Theodorson and Theodorsør (1969) had defined

society as an entailing a distinct cu-Lttre¡ wtrich further exenplifies

tl'€ interchangeable nat,ure of tl-€ Lermsr meaning" Many of the

definitions discussed seen¡ed to attenpt to trse one of the two terrns to

actually help explain tl€ neanirq of trle otherr with nc obvious

distinction offered. Thereforer in ht¡nan geographyr due to tl¡e

intrinsic similarity of tLle central ternsr thË socio-spatial and

culture-landscape thernes are also similar" Iandscape is the link in

understanding the rel-at,i-onship between



culturer societyr space and tine"

Referring back t¡ ttre conceptual franework descriH by Figiure 4.2r

tf€ inprint of socioculturaL behaviour t oE action is reveald by

Iandscape, úrich, in turnr reflects ar¡d affects socioculÈural

processes" In other wordsr sociocultural processes result in ard are

affected bY behaviour, vrt¡ich is the active ingrredient in landscape

emergence. Landscape reflects the naterially ard symbolically ernbedded

aspects of culture-society through tine and spacêr c.onversely irrpacting

on both sociocultural processes arxl behaviour.

Tt¡e circular continuity of this fra¡rer+ork appears as a closed

systen in Figure 4"2. Neverthelessr it is a dynamicr non-deterministic

rßc'del of tl¡e cngoing er¡oLution of the relationship between hn¡nans and

tLle environnent"

interrelationship between o:lture-society ar¡d landscape. Þspite the

fact that this perha¡s overly sinpre diagram attenpts to expJ.ain a very

cornplex ¡*renonenon, it inplies and aLlol¡s for susceptibirity to

inherent change through space arxl tine" Culture-society has changed

throughout, history in different places on the earth. Tt¡ere is every

indicaticn'r that this will continue to be tlæ case in the future of our

conpLex and ever-changing ç¡or1d"
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This nx¡del attenpts to depict a perpetual

rt has beer¡ asserted that tiæ suggestd subject, rnatter and related

Staggestd ÂpJ.icatiorrs of tl¡e
Prcçææ ¡ryærk
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conceptuaL framev¡ork involving culturer society and landscape can serve

âs binding mechanisns for all the sub-disciplines of hunnn geography.

AJ-though the prinnry aim of ttris tìesis is to suggest avenues of

thought rather to empirically apply thernr it is necessary to offer sone

exanples of how the ideas pnesented in this thesis might apply to sorne

of the various surdisciplines of hunan geography" sone potential

appl-ications of the framework have been irnplied by the evaLuation of

sone of the theories used in hurnan geography in Chapter Three. fn this
Section¿ further clarification of these potential applications is
offered in regards to economic¿ ¡lopulation and behaviouraÌ geography.

rt is recognized that these branches of hunnn geography are

interrelated and, thereforer ilæ suggested applicatiorus of the

framework effectively b:ild on or¡e another. It has been shown that the

divisions between disciplines ar¡d between the suÞdisciplines of hunnn

geography are essentially artificial" It follows logically that if the

framework applies well to one branch of hunnn geography, it is rel-evant

and applicable to the others"

rt is acknowledged tLrat these suggested applications of the

framer¿ork are not intended to create a distinctly new idea. Sone of

the c-oncepts used have been recognized by nany geographers" rt is
believed, hor¿everr that this Section effectively combines a variety of

viewpoints and criticisms v¡t'rich are important and relevant. In other

wordsr although cultura] and social- impa.ct on landscape is recognized

in a wide variety of geographic literature¿ it, is believed that the

centrality of a sociocultural/landscape thene has not beer¡ clearly
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formulated" fhis point will be further clarified in the next Chapter.

ole of Lhe npst important underlyirg premises of the proposed

franework is that in every sub-discipline of human geography, landscape

can be a common, central focus of interest" It is believed that

balkanized, divergent speciaLizations have contributed to the obscuring

of the centrality of landscape. In effectr the various sub--disciplines

of hu¡nan geography have tended to focus onry on certain aspects of

culture¡ society and landscaper neglecting to inclu& other integral

aspects "

fn economic geographyr landscapes are studied from the perspective

of spatial interaction between hunnns ard resources. ChristaLl-er's

central place theory, von Thunenrs agriculturar land use theory and

Loschrs industria-L locaticn theory are used to attempt to depict

certain aspects of landscapes in a predictive capacity" In c.entral

plac-e theoryr for exampler hunrans distribute thenuselves ard move

through space in accord r¿ith the economic principle that hunan

behaviour is oriented towards the nnximization of efficiency. The

spatial- implication of Gtristaller's theory is the naximization of

efficiency in ternis of distance" Given nornntive assumptionsr such as

rational- consumer behaviour, landscapes should evolve in a certain

pattern a spatial hierachy as huroans distribute themselves

spatially according to economic principles"

Christaller's workr âs prêviousty discussed has been of great vaLue



to hurnan geographic ttreory construction.

sociocultural groups vieu and evaluate their environnentsr \,rhich are

partially conprised of resources and spêcêr differently in different
places arNl tin¡es. Central. place theory superimposes a western cultural
vaLue judgrrent orì the concept of rational consuner behaviour. Ttre

various cuLtural patterns ard social structures that exist in different
groups need to b nore fully enphasized in the construction of economic

geographic theory"

cul-ture-society i¡herits a view of thre environnent very rm¡ch different
frcrn the Far East" The protestant work ethic encourages the

exploitation of resources, wtrereas the Buddhist ptrilosophy views

resourcesr süch as forests¡ as beirq in a reLationship of unity with

humansr perceiving the &struction of trees to be norally \.rrong.

Because of the significant disparity between the perceptions of the two

sociocultural groupsr the evolution of their ì.andscapes have differed
accordingly" In rndiar until relatively recentlyr the existenc-e of
beef farms in the landscape was tnthinkable; whereas in the Anerican

Great Plains, the absence of beef farns wouLd have seemed egually

pre¡rcsterous" Ttrerefore, if. the goal of economic aeography is to
understard hunran interaction with the environnentr nn:ctr nÞre than

economic 'efficiency' is reguired as a central focus of interest-
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llcrvever, different,

Frcrn an agricultural perspective¡ Western

Important implications for population geography are a.Lso reveaÌed

by the potential application of the sociocultural - landscape frarnework.

In sociocultural- groutrE that have achieved the greatest nnxirm:m

effíciency (using the güestern &f inition of the concept ) , the
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demographic transition has been the n¡ost advanced. countries such as

sweden, west Gernrany and cana& have undergone dramatic decLines in
crude birth rates in the last generationr partly as a resuj_t of a

diminished perceived need for large nuc.l-ear families. In some

devel0ping nationsr such as Kenya, birth rates ren¡ain
characteristicalry high" rt might be thought frcrn Lhis line of
reasoning that Kenyats reLative poverty influences the desire to have

nìore children per family in order to procure greater security for the
older group nembers- However¿ Kenya is a relatively affr-uent c-ountry
in comparison to the majority of others in sub-saharan Africar let its
crude birth rate is afiìong the worr-d's highest with a popuration
doubling tine of Less than seventeen years. socioculturaL perceptions
and behaviour pray najor ror-es in influencing Kenya's and other
countries' demcgraphic patterns. Shared values, beliefs and goals,
which are both cul-turaÌLy and structural-ly transmitted from generation
to generation, play important roles in the reproduction of
sociocuLtural behaviour. Ìt is again argued that different landscapes
are created by t'he varior:s realities that different sociocuLturaL
groups possess and transmit of their environments. Neither economic

nor demographic factors are purely causal; they are al-so the results of
shared and reproduced sociocul-tural- patterns and st,ructures of
dífferent groups.

The same argument, applies egually wel-l to the sub-discipline of
behaviouraL geography. Factors such as cognitive processes and

perceptions l-end themselves wefl to the concepts suggested by the
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ard residentia-l- desirability possess the fundamental cultural and

social criteria in which the framework is prirnarily concerned.

Different sociocultural groups have their o$/n particular view of their
worl-ds" !,ltrere they choose to live (or are forced to live by

constraints imposed upon thqn by other groups) or where they choose to

shop (or are constrained from shopping by external crcntingencies) are

factors which express and reflect the sociocultural interrelationship.

Landscapesr both rural_ and urban¿ are manifested from these

interactionsr ott as was discussed in the previous chapterr by the

changing transactions between hunnns and the environment.

It is ful1y recognized that these suggested applications of the

sociocultural-landscape framework are limited. ft was not intended by

this thesis to actual.ly apply the framework¡ but to suggest or help

guide lrays of thinking. These examples \,rere not neant to introduce

profoundly neuT ideas as recognition of socioculturaL impact on

landscape creation can be found in past work. The prinnry objective of

the three examples is specifically to dernonstrate hcn¿ various

sub-disciplines of hurnan geography can benefit from a rrore centraÌ

interest in culture, society arxl landscape and to elucidaLe this
central-ity for the parent discipì-ine"
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This thesis has presented a number of assertions and argunents

which possess important implications for the current ard future state

of human geography" Problerns invoJ.ving the disciprine,s lack of a

clearly defined set of subject netter¡ an over-reliance on rnethod ard a

need for a stronger theoretical corpus have Þen idenLified" Ttre

assertior¡ of these funda¡nental- problens have been justified via an

examination of the discipl-ine's historical developrnent in relat,ion to

other social sicences"

fn regards to the weakly specified set of facts¡ events and objects

whidl constitute the subjecb rnatterr or central foctrs of the

discipline, several- factors \,iere discussed in order to substantiate

this problem. These factors included the nature ard purpose of

geographyrs institutionaLization a,s a r:niversity discipliner the

diverse and changing nature in which leadingr influencial individuals

defined the discipline's scope, nature and goals, and tl¡e necessary

eclecticism of prirnary concerns. Most importantlyr the identity crisis

which was identified and demonstrated has been both precipitated and

perpetuated by an over-emphasis on n¡ethod"

It $ias asserted and denx¡nstrated that nethod has been essentially

relied on a,s a surrogate for the subject nntter of hurnan geography.

The three dominant paradigms in the discipline refLect hor¿ nethod has

been used to determine domains of inquiry" Because of the tendency for

hurnan geography to concentrate prinnrily on nethod rather than subject

nntter cl-arificationr theory construction becane increasingly



díf f icul-t.

The importance of theory in human geography \{as discussed in

conjunction with a critical evaluatio*r of the appropriate

organizational leve1 of theory for the discipline" rt was argued that

due to the necessarily eclectic nature of the subject matter of hunan

geography, theory in the discipline nn:st aLso be eclectically

formul-ated. The concl-usion was drawnr thereforer that subject rnatter

clarification ís inextricably related to the ability to construct

theory" The relative strength of theory in other disciplines reflects

their cl-earer understanding of their subject netterr substantiating

this concl-usion"

Once these assertions \,/ere demonstrated and justified, the primary

task of clarifyirq a subject nratter for hunnn geography becane

pararnount..

organizational structure in i¿hich human geography's vast diversity of

interests c-oul-d be given c.oherence and unityr subject nnt.ter

cl-arif ication would be impossible. Drawing dì the argunrent that

cul-turer society and landscape have comprised the nost common, salient

concepts that have interested geographers throughout the discipline's

history, a conceptual framework was constructed. Narrowerr synthesized

redefinitions of the central terrns aided in the etucidation of the

framework v¡hrich¿ in compact form, attempted to incorporate all the

integral factors of interest to human geography. These factors

included sociocult,ural- processes and behaviour through space and time¡
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ït h/as made increasingly clear that without an



in interaction r+íth landscape.

It is believed that thre above goals have been accorçlished"

Howeverr severaL limitations to these accomplishnents need to be

acknowledged" Firstlyr the drawing of an accurate intellectual history

of any academic discipline - especialì.y of hunnn geographyr r+hichr has

experienced so natch controversy is difficult to achieve without

rel-yirg at sonÞ point or to sorp degree on interpretation.

Vulnerability to criticismr incorrect assessments and invalid

conclusiors is a pervasive¡ inherent danger that needs to be

recognized" It is possible that the vievs and argr:nents presented in

this thesis will- provoke heated opposition frcrn readers. Ho\.rever,

universally accepted views have rarelyr if ever, chraracterized ttre

history of hr¡nan geography"

secondlyr the neso-Level of theory advocated by this thesis is
certainly limited in the context of the ability to generalize and

predict" Ttrese g:alities of theoryr as has been denxcnstratedr are

important in any academic discipline" Hu¡nan geography nevertheless

first, needs an organized structure for the myriad of diverse interests

before rneta-theory can begin to be constructed.
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Thirdlyr the framework itselfr which attempts to address the

identif íed problems¡ is limited as a potential solution. rt \.¡as

conceptualized and constructed in a nerery suggest,ive capacity" the

intention of the framework was not to sol-ve the problemsr but to help
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guide and work towards r'nys of thinking abut them that nay eventually

-Lead to their anelioration.

The fourth limitation is that social theory has been suggested as

usefuL in helpirg to articuLate thùe conceptual franework" As

acknowJ.edged¡ this thesis claims very limited familiarity and exper¡ise

in this ne\ì¡er approach" The mere usage of these ,uncharted watersl

renders the framework experimental and, thus, open to criticism and

debate" It is believed, howeverr that certain aspects of social

theoryr especially tlre integrating of space and societyr r^iere used

justifiably and effectively to work towards the construction of the

framework.

Lastlyr the fundanrental assertion of hunan geography being a

discipline has not been directly addressed. The discussions involving

geographyrs institutionalizationr develo¡xent and paradigms implicitly

illustrated hcr¡ hunnn ard physical geography had initially split and

subseguently divergedr b:t no defense of hurnan geography crs a

discipline wa,s directJ-y rnade" rt is believed that, given the plethora

of sufdiscipì-ines that are offered as courses in rruny universities'

curricul-a ard the broad range of literature usirrg the termr'hunan

geography', a distinct discipline is at least strongly inrplied" As was

the case with the limited suggested applications of the conceptual

franeworkr a discussion of a viable and separate hunan geographic

discipJ-Íne i's considerd to þ beyord the intended scotrÞ of this

thesis" Ttre use of the term, 'hunen geographyr has referred nore to



how things are/ rather than the way

arxl purposes, it s¡as appropriate

discipline, keepíng in mind the

disciplinês ârêr in factr artificial"

In spite of these recognized and perhaps inevitable limitations, it
is believed that the accomplishnents of this thesis possess some

im¡rcrtant inplications. It \"rcÉ established that problenrs involving

subject matterr method and theory in hurnan geography are responsible

for a perpetual state of doubt regarding the discipline's value to the

advancement of knowledge" Atthough sofiê of the reasons for these

probì-ems are rooted in artificial-ly imposed const,raints involving the

modern university structure¡ it has nevertheLess been established that

they need to be addressed in order to give hunan geography the

confidence and coherence it is perceived to require.
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things should be" For al_l intents

to discuss human geography as a

fact that the divisions between

The above statements do not assert that hunnn geography currently

Lacks value. ft is emphasized that¿ to the contraryr because of the

discipJ.ine's diversity of interests in the integral elements of

interest to alf social science, it is perhaps a discipline of greatest

value" Hunan geography studies so fiÞny interesting phenomena. A nore

holistic approach to knowledge is precisely what is needed in order to

aneliorate the epistonrological crisis whrich plagues all the social-

sciences- If any one disciplirre is the nx¡st advanced towards

accompì-ishing this ult,irnate goaI7 it. is hunnn geography, in spite of

son€ of the probJ-erns inheriLed frorn the tíne of its



insti tutionali zation "

The disciprine simply needs to be mcre organized in order to

achieve its enorrnous potential-" The proposed conceptuaL framework

based on the rþre narrowly defined and synthesized concepts of cul_ture¿

society and J-andscape is believed to be capable of clarifyirg and

organizing an appropriate basis of inquiry in hunen geography" Ttren

ITìore meaningful and higher-level theory can be constructed. In order

for human geography to obtain greater ccherence and unity, theory

construction is of paramount importance.

Geographers have always been interested in nan-land relations,

culture¿ society and landsca¡n perfectly encompass the diversity of

interests that have characterized the developnrent of hunen geography.

Therefore, the framework based on these concepts is of great potential

val-ue for relieving the r:ncertainty regarding the discipline's nebul-ous

subject matter and can eventual-ly lead to stronger theory construction.

The sociocultural-landscape framework not only bridges the gap between

the discipline's subject. nntter ard theory, but arso between the

sub-disciplines of hunan geography. It has been denx¡nstrated that the

landscape conceptr as redefined ard reconstructed in this thesisr

incorporates the dimensions of sp'ace and time in relation to the

material and synbolic manifestations of hunran behavioural- interaction

with the physical environnrent" Given this potentially useful and

valuable int.erpretation, geographers can use the landscape concept to

eventually reglue the schism between human and physicar geography that
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has grown so &ep a.c a result of the identity crisis"

It rta.s briefly nentioned in thle last Section of the previous

Chapter that other work lus been conducted in the last decade which

attempts to integrate cuLtural- and social explanations of landsca¡:e and

to apply thern to the varíous zurdisciplines of hr¡nan geography"

ColLections of relevant naterials include: C,eography t4atters (t"tassey

and A]Lenr eds", I9B4)r which ocntains chapters vfiich attempt to fink

sociaL ard econornic geography in a spatial context; Environmental

Perception and Behavíour (Saarinenr Seanxcn and Sell, eds. t I9M), which

includes articLes involvirg the application of social- structural and

cultural perception to behavioural geography; social Rerations and

Spatial Structures (Cregory and Urrlzr eds.r 1985)r r.¡hich outlines the

Links between the social and the spatiar and The power of Geography

(Oear and Wolch¿ eds., 1989), v¡hich contains chapters whicÈr further

exemplify the links between various sociocultural ¡fienor€na and space"
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ln terrns of disciplinary integration betl¡een the sociaL sciences,

Giddens' (1984) The constitution of societv is a good exanple of

l-iterature v¡hich clearly denx¡nstrates the artificiality of divisions

inrposed between disciplines" "There are nc logical or nethodological

differences between huinan geography arNl sociology" (ciddens, r9B4t36B)"

In spite of what is believed to be the profoundly useful nature of

hunan geography¿ much of the last decade's Literature refl-ects the

discipline's lack of a focus- 1^/o recent books The power of
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Geography (oear and wolch¡ eds., 1989) and Mapq_plf Meaning (Jackson,

1989) clearly illustrate the current state of hurnan geography. rn

the Latterr following two chapters outlining the importance of cul-ture

and society in geography, the book diverges to topics such as politicsr

sexualityr racism and other issues vÈ¡ich appear only loosely related to

any central theme" The final- chapter of the book then returns rather

abruptly to the cul-ture-landscape interrelationship" Although this

book seems to correspond well to the airns of this thesis in regards to

social and cultural integration¡ it appears to lack a clearly

articul-ated central- theme-

The Power of Geography contains some very useful naterial that is

quite similar to the ainr.s of this thesis¡ as wel1. Howeverr there is

also a sense of disunity about the variety of topics explored in the

book. One of the chapters discusses the spatial organization of

nineteenth century lunatic asytums" It is rather confusing hor+ this

topic can be fitted into a general frame" The "socÍo-spa.tia1

reproduction of rndness" is a confusing conceptr to say the least!

Herein lies the principal aim of this thesis" rt appears that

current efforts to unify subject matter in hurnan geography have not

succeeded" A clear art.icul-ation in these recent works of a central,

unifying theme has not been accomplished" Culturer society and

landscape have been stated as comprising a cent,ral subject matter in

the discipline, but a conceptual framework which crarifies the

central-ity of these concepts has been elusive in past work. rt is
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believed that tt¡is thesis is therefore of value in integrating ttrese

Past¡ diverse works and can help in working towards cohesion and unity

in hunan geography"

This is cbviousj-y a very a¡nbitious goal" Again¡ it nust be

emphasized that this thesis is an ex¡ærirnental- suggestive stepping

stone. Ttre intention is to inspire future work on this important

question of cohesion and unity in the discipliner not to innediately

solve a present]-y insoluble problem" As hurnan geography nov¡ standsr

"There is no norrnal science, no consensus over
a disciplinary natrix¿ no agreement over the
right exemplars. Hu¡nan geography is a
conglomerate of snnll conum:nitiesr with vhich
rnany individuals are only weakly linked" No
change in this situation seems likely""
(,tohnston, I9B3,22O)

Hor¡¡everr dtange is always possible. Tnternal debate and disagreernent

are not necessarily indicative of an identity problen which desparately

needs to be solved. Àdvancements of knor.iledge rarely, if €vêrr can

occur without change ard the evolution of new ideas" This thesis has

attempted to inspire ne\.¡ thought" It is strongly hoped and anticipated

that the ideas presented in this thesis will help guide future work and

will be h:ilt on in order for hunan geography to crcntinue to thrive as

a neaningful and coherent field of inquiry"
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